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This study examines vj-ctirn/survivor identified supports

that would encourage the disclosure of intrafamilial
sexual abuse in rural- Mennonite families and

communities. A descriptive framework provided the

basis for deternining the issues that were related to

the victimst decisions to di-scl-ose the sexual abuse.

Data were obtained through face-to-face interviews.

Descriptive research was employed to determine

frequencies, sj-nilarities, and conrmon themes that
emerged between the interviews. Results revealed that

the attitude and approach of the Mennonite church and

family to sexual abuse affected the participantst

decj-sions to discl-ose. There were several- aspects of

isolation that affected their deci-sions to disclose.

Knowledge of other individuals who had endured sexual

abuser âs well as their j-nvoLvement with people or

communities from outside their own affected their
decision to disclose. Recommendations for further
research to aid in the disclosure of sexual- abuse are

discussed so that the rural Mennonj-te families nay

strive for a climate that exudes safety and comfort.
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phenomenon, but rather a universal phenomenon that has

existed since Biblical times, and continues to exist
today. Sexual abuse by a rel-ative can occur j-n all

social cl-asses, religions, races, and geographical

locations of the wor1d. Sexua1 abuse knows no

boundaries, yet is generally regarded as taboo.

Despi-te the fact that sexual abuse by a re1ative is

condemned both by law, making it, an indictable offence,

and the Church, which regards it as a serious sin, it

continues to exist.. Butler (L985) eloquently described

sexual abuse by a rel-ative, what she termed as incest,

as being ttrelentl-ess1y democrati-crt. There is no

vaccj-nati-on for it, thus no one is immune from it.

The reporting of all types of chifd abuse and

neglect has increased greatly in the past few years,

and continues to increase each year (NCCAN I L9B1 as

cj-ted in Russell, l-986). According to the Rural

Manitoba Project (l-99L), the reported j-ncidence of

child sexual abuse have increased in Canada as welI.

It has been suggested that anywhere from 50 to 90% of

all sexual assaults upon chil-dren remain unreported

Sexual Abuse/Di-sclosure

L

Chapter I
Introduction

Sexual abuse by a relative is not a nevl



(Butler, L985).

There is no consensus on the defi-nition of sexual

abuse by a relative, and the limits of the definition

vary for each study. These variations make it

difficul-t to obtain a clear picture of the prevalence

and the incidence of sexual abuse by a relative,

although it is clear that the reporting rates are

increasing, and that there is cause for concern

(But1er, l-985; Russell, 1-986).

Mennonites have begun to publicly recognì-ze the

fact that sexual abuse by a relative exists within

their community, and the issue is begi-nning to gain

public attention. Block (1-991-) recently completed a

study of the Mennonites within Winnipeg, Manitoba, and

focused on the issue of domestic violence. His resul-ts

corroborate the findings of various other researchers

(Finkelhor, L979; Russell, L98'6) | confirrning that

sexual abuse by a relative knows no boundaries.

Manitoba has a high Mennonite population who

reside in rural- Manitoba. There are presentÌy no

statj-stics to reflect the prevalence or j-ncidence of

sexual- violations, in particular sexual abuse by a

rel-ative, within the rural Mennonite communities.

Block (l-99L) found that approxinately 25% of his satnple

reported that they had been sexually violated.

Sexual Abuse/Disclosure
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Although his study did not focus specifically on sexual

abuse by a relatj-ve, his survey suggested that one

third of the 25% who reported being sexually violated,
were violated by a rel-ative. If the rates that Block

(l-991-) found are any indication of the prevalence of

sexual abuse by a relative among the Mennonites living
in the rural locale of Manitoba, coupled with the

estimates of unreported assaults, then I bel-ieve that
there is cause for strong concern for the victims,

their families, and the health of the community.

Sexua1 abuse by a relative is viewed as taboo, yet

the l-ack of documentatj-on from victims, and the number

of unconvicted perpetrators, reinforces that talking
about, and reporting the sexual abuse is also a taboo.

This l-eads to the concern of this research study. In

order for victims and their familj-es to receive heIp,

the secret must be revealed. This study will consider

the need to understand the context in which the victin
feels safe enough, or suffj-ciently compelled to

discl-ose the sexual abuse by a rel-ative they have t ot
are, experiencing by looking at the victimrs
perspective of their fanily rel-ationships,

extrafamilial resources, and various other

environmental factors. The goal of this study is to

determine what is necessarv to aid in the di-sclosure of
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i-ntrafamilial sexual abuse in the rural Mennonite

families and communities.

Definitions
Sexual Àbuse Bv À Relative

Within Manitoba there is no legal definition of

sexual abuse by a relative. Sexua1 abuse by a rel-ative

fal-Is under the umbrel-l-a category of abuse. Under

section l- of The Actr ês stated in the Manitoba

Guidelines on IdentJ-fying and Reporting a Child in Need

of Protection (IncJ-uding Child Abuse) (1-989, p. 4), the

definition of abuse is:

...an act or omission of a parent or guardian of a

child or of a person havj-ng care, custody, control

or charge of a chiId, where the act or omissj-on

results in
(a) physical injury to the child;
(b) emotional disability of a permanent nature in

the child or is l-ikelv to result in such a

disability; or

( c ) sexual exploitation of the chil-d with or

without the child's consent;

For the purpose of this research study, the term

intrafamitial sexual abuse will be defined as ttany kind

of exploitJ-ve sexual contact or attempted contact that
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occurred between relatives, no matter no\^r distant the

relationship, before the victim turned eighteen years

oldrt (Russe11 , L986, p. 59). Relatives are defined as

fanily members that are rel-ated in a manner that does

not enabl-e them to marry one another, and, ort they are

related by blood.

Sexual contact will include intercourse, both

vaginal and anal; oral sex; fondling of genitals; any

type of sodomy; and any type of sexual contact where

objects were used. This contact includes both where

the perpetrator performs the act on and to the victim,

and where the victim is instructed to perform the act

on and to the perpetrator.

To expand on Russellrs (l-986) definition, I have

chosen to incl-ude all types of sexual contactr âs well

as non-contact sexual- abuse. The non-contact sexual

abuse will incl-ude verbal propositj-ons as well as

exhibitionism. This is a characteristic that is very

difficult to define. It has been decided that if the

victim felt that she was disturbed, exploited or

traumatized by the verbal propositions or the

exhibitionism of the perpetrator, then based on this

definition, the femal-e was in fact victi-mized by a

perpetrator. Specific characteristics of nonverbal

contact will not be defined to alLow for the victims



perception of being victimized.

one of the characteristics of intrafamilial sexual

abuse that several of the recognized studj-es in the

literature include in their definition of intrafamilial

sexual abuse is an age discrepancy of five years or

more between the perpetrator and the victim (i.e.,

Russell , L9B6¡ Finkelhor, 1-986). It j-s also believed

that explo.i-tive sexual contact and non-contact by a

peer who is related to the vj-ctim can be disturbing to

the victim. For the purpose of this study, where there

is an age difference of five years or less between two

individuals, the individuals will be defined as peers

(Finkelhor, l-986). To elirninate peers from the

definition would discount the disturbance and trauma

that may be caused by such encounters. This adaptation

of the definition is supported by Finkel-hor (1-986),

who also suggested that by not including peers,

research may be eliminating a portion of the

population who has experienced intrafamilial sexual

abuse.

For the purpose of this study, it was decided to

include any relatives that are related by bl-oodr ro

matter how distant the rel-ationship. All forms of

intrafamitial sexual abuse are traumatic and or

abusive, and forms of intrafanrilial sexuaL abuse other

Sexual Abuse/Discl-osure
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than father-daughter need recognition (Meiselman,

Ls78).

Victim

The term trvictim" will be used throughout this

research study. The current l-iterature on

intrafamilial sexual abuse favours the term ttsurvivorrr,

yet I believe that the use of the term rrvictimrt

reinforces the fact that a person was victimized, and

that the responsibi-lity for t,he victimizat.ion lies with

the perpetrator, and not the victin. This j-s not meant

to discredit, show disrespect, or deny that the term

rrsurvivortr has its merits because it does reflect the

recogni-tion and support for the struggle that the

victim has endured. Rather, it is necessary to

maintain clear boundar.i-es, and provide a clear message

as to where the responsibility lies. In addition, the

focus of the research i-s on disclosure, and therefore

implies that the victim may still be victimj-zed, and

has not, yet gone through a healing process where she

may identify herself as a survivor.

Perpetrator

For the purpose of thj-s study, the term

rrperpetratorrr wil-I be used to define the person who has

committed the offending act, and has victirnized another

individual in a manner that corresponds with the
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definition of intrafamilial sexual- abuse as defined

within this study.

Mennonite

The term rrMennoniterr may be interpreted as a

religion, a culture, or both. For the purpose of this

research study, the term Mennonite will be defj-ned as a

religious and cultural lifestyle carrj-ed out by those

that have adopted the rel-igious traditions and beliefs

as described by the Mennonite church. The participant

need not presently hold membership with, nor attend a

Mennonite church, yet at some point, either they or

their parents will have held membership in a Mennonite

church.

Rural Manitoba

ttRural- Manitobarr will be defined as non-urban

Manitoba. Non-urban Manitoba will be defined as any

area outside the city limits of Winnipeg, Brandon,

Thompson, and Portage la Prairie.



There are many facets of intrafamilial sexual

abuse that need to be taken into consideration, and

each of those facets has unique characteristics. This

segiment will discuss some of the characteristics of

sexual abuse by a rel-ative, different types of sexual

abuse by a rel-ative, characteristics of family members,

characteristics of two particular family systems,

isoJ-ation, and finally, the issue of disclosure.

Characteristics of Sexual Abuse by a Relative

Where Does It Occur

The most conmon place for sexual abuse by a

relative to occur is in the victimts own home. It is

estimated that up to 952 of the cases of sexual abuse

by a reLative take place while the victims l-ive with

their parents, and most often the perpetrator lives
under the same roof as the victim. The abuse occurs

most often right j-n the victj-mrs own bed, in the

perpetratorrs bedr or both (Russell, l-986).

Frequency and Duration of Sexual Abuse Victimization
Research has found that almost half (43e") of the

victims of sexual- abuse by a relative cl-aj-m to have

been vj-ctinj-zed only once. Although it is possible

Sexual Abuse/Discf osure
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that the victims could be repressing other incidents,

it. seems doubtful that al-most half woul-d repress all

other experiences. Therefore, the possibility exists

that a victim could have had one experience of sexual

abuse by a relative (Russell, 1-986).

Approxinately one third (31-%) of the experiences

of sexual abuse by a relative have been reported to

have occurred two to five times. Seventeen percent

have occurred from six to twenty times, and L)Z over

twenty times ( Russell, l-986 ) .

The frequency is i-mportant to note because a one

time occurrence may be just as traumatic as numerous

occurrences. For every victin that has had a one time

occurrence, the perpetrator may have vj-ctinized

numerous females. Victims may feel unjustified in

reporting one time incidenLs, just, as victims who have

experienced multiple inci-dents may grow to feel that

they deserve the treatment, and may also feel

unjustified in reporting (Meiselman, L978; Russell,

r.e86 ) .

The duration of the sexual abuse can have a

traumatic impact on the victim, and al-so affect their

dj-scl-osure. Accordj-ng to Russel-l (1-986), the time

period over which the multiple incidents of sexual

abuse by a relative occurred were: 35% occurred over a
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period of less than six months; 3LZ occurred over a

period of more than six months but less than two years;

282 occurred over a peri-od of more that two years but

less than ten years; and 6? occurred over a period of

more than ten years.

Sexual abuse by a relative is a violation against

women, although not al-l- l-iterature views it this way.

For example, Leviticus (i-8:6-18), the Forbidden Sexual

Practices state:

6The Lord gave the following regulatj-ons. Do not

have sexual intercourse with any of your

relatives. 7Do not disgrace your father by having

intercourse with your mother. You must not

disgrace your own mother. 8Do not disgrace your

father by having intercourse with any of his other

wives. 9Do not have intercourse with your sister

or your stepsister, whether or not she was brought

up in the same house with you. 1-0Do not have

intercourse vtith your granddaughter; that woul-d be

a disgrace to you. 1l-Do not have intercourse with

a half sJ-ster; she, too, is your sister. L2-L3Do

not have intercourse with an aunt, whether she is
your fatherrs sister or your motherrs sister.

Different Tvoes of Sexual Abuse bw a Relative
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14Do not have intercourse with your unclers wife;

she, too, is your aunt. 15Do not have intercourse

with your daughter-in-Iaw L6or with your brother's

wife. l-7Do not have intercourse with the daughter

or granddaughter of a woman with whom you have had

j-ntercourse; they may be related to you, and that

would be incest. lBDo not take your wj-f ers sj-ster

as one of your wj-vesr âs long as your wife is

living.

This passage implies that sex is an act that men

initiate, and have the power to control-, and that women

receive, and submit to those sexual- relations. Men

have a right to ownership, use, and exchange, and women

are to provi-de this. This law inplies that violations

of sexual abuse by a relative are offenses of those

mal-e rights, rather than violations of sexual- abuse

against women (Herman, 1981-). Regardless of how the

man is rel-ated to the woman, sexual abuse is a

violation against the woman, and it is traumatic.

There are three major factors that can determine

the degree of trauma to a victim: cl-oseness in age,

degree of force used, and duration. When the vi-ctim

and the perpetrator are cl-ose in age, the literature

suggests that sexual abuse experiences may be less

traumatic than if there is a greater age difference
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between the two individuals. The greater the age

difference, the more power the perpetrator may ho1d,

and thus the victim feels more trapped and further

traumatized. The trauma of sexual abuse by a relative

is also compounded by the use of physical force and

viol-ence, and coercion. The duration of the

relationship can also exacerbate the trauma. This is
not to say that one time occurrences of sexual- abuse

are not traumatic, but rather that a lengthy sexually

abusive relationship can have detrimental effects on

the victim (Finke1hor, L979; L986¡ Russel-l, L986¡

Thorman, l-983 ) .

The five types of sexual abuse by a relative that
will be discussed are: uncl-e-niece; brother-sister;
cousin-cousin; grandfather-granddaughter; and father-

daughter.

Uncle-Niece

There are two factors that can determine the

extent of the trauma. First, if the uncle is

considerably ol-der than the victim, the relationship

may resemble that of a father and daughter in a

sexually abusive relationship. Second, if the uncle

lives in the same household as the niece, the

relationship parallels the father-daughter sexual abuse

relationship in that the uncle is perceived to be a
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person who acts in a parental role (Thorman, 1-983).

When the perpetrator is the femaLets uncle, the

effects may not be as traumatic as they may be in

father-daughter sexual abuse. The fanily may not be

disrupted in the same way because the family unit of

the vj-ctim is not as threatened by breakdown (Thorman,

1_e83 ) .

For this reason, the uncl-e generally obtains the

cooperation of the niece in a gentle manner. The uncLe

and niece are not usually engaged in as cl-ose a

rel-ationship as in a father-daughter relationship, yet

trust stilL exists. The impact of the reLationshj-p nay

become more severe if the uncl-e uses force (Thorman,

L983 ) .

Brother-Sister

It is bel-ieved that sexual contact between

brothers and sisters occurs in one out of ten families

and the various forms of sexual interaction are

widespread. It is believed to be more conrmon than

father-daughter sexual abuse, yet it is l-ess frequently

reported (Thorrnan, L983) .

The dynamics of brother-sister sexual abuse are

different from the other types due to the closeness in

age. The closeness in age seems to diminish the stigma

attached to it because sexual contact seems to be more
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acceptabLe between two people that are closer in a9e,

than when there is a larger age difference (Thorman,

1-983). The degree of harmful effects depends on the

sexually abusive activities, the degree of force used,

and the duration.

The closer the brother and sister are j-n age, the

less harmful the effects. Females generally resent the

brother for initiating the bothersome rel-ationship, yet

if the relationship grows out of curiosity, and

develops sexually, she rnay find it highly repulsive

(Thorman, 1-983 ) .

If the brother is considerably ol-der than the

sj-ster, she may find the experience exploiti-ve. The

effect,s may become more harmful j-f the brother is
abrupt and uses force to get the sj-ster to cornply with

his sexuaL demands (Thorman, 1983).

Brother-sister sexual- abuse is usually terminated

after a shorter duration of ti-me than father-daughter

sexual abuse. One reason is because the sister feels

more abl-e to take charge and termj-nate the relationship
( Thorman, 1-983 ) .

Brothers seem to assume that their sister will not

discl-ose because they feel that the sister may fear

being punished for her rol-e in the relationship. The

sister is not likely to discl-ose the sexual- abuse,
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possibly because she perceives herself as cooperating

in the sexual relationship. She may also assume that
her mother already knows, and has chosen not to

intervene (Thorman, 1-983 ) .

Cousin-Cousin

This type of sexual abuse appears to rank as less

traumatic than other types, particularly if the cousins

are peers. The degree of trauma may be dependent on

the amount of force and vioLence used, the proximity of

J-iving si-tuation, and the difference in age. The

greater the difference J-n age, the more the perpetrator

nay hold power over the victim, and may al-so resem.ble a

parent. If the perpetrating cousin lj-ves in the same

house as the victim, the trauma may also be increased

because the victim may feel even more trapped, and with

fewer options and opportunities to escape the

vi-olati-ons.

Cousin-cousin sexual- abuse may be paralleled to

brother-sister sexual abuse in that there may be less

of an age difference, and that the vj-ctim may feel

confused, feeJ-ing that she may have al-l-owed the sexual

abuse to occur. Although cousi-ns are not as likely to

Iive in the same house, victims may be reluctant to

disclose for fear of disrupting the home of a rel-ative

(Thorman, l-983), as well as many other reasons to be
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discussed throughout this review.

Grandf ather-Granddaughter

When the grandfather l-ives in the same house as

the granddaughter, he is often relegated to the role of

baby-sitter, leaving him al-one with his granddaughter.

When the two live in the same house, the chance of a

sexually abusive rel-ationship increases, and the female

may feel even more trapped and unable to terminate the

relationship (Thorman, 1983) .

The grandfather may experience feelings of

loneliness, l-oss of self respect, inadequacy, and

powerlessness. They paralÌeÌ fathers who are sexually

abusive toward a relative in that they have the same

doubts about their masculinity (Thorman, l-983).

He may seek affection through cuddling, hugging,

and kissirg, but the displays of affection may

eventually take on a sexual tone. Initially, the

granddaughter rnay fj-nd pleasure in the relationship,

having her needs for attention and affection met; yet,

if, and when, she begins to recognize the

inappropriateness of the contact, she may feel- guilty

(Thorman, l-983).

Children may tell their parents about the

rel-ationship, but parents often discount the stories,

bel,ieving they are not possible t or are innocent
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actions on the part of the grandfather. By discounting

these stories, the parents perpetuate the cycle of

sexual abuse by empowering the grandfather to further
victimize their daughter (Thorman, 1-983).

Father-Daughter

Father-daughter sexual- abuse is the most highly

reported type of sexual- abuse by a relatj-ve (Meiselman,

1-98L; Thorman, 1-983; Finkelhor, 1-986; Russell, 1-986).

Father-daughter sexual abuse is the type most commonly

addressed throughout the research literature as wel-l.

In the story of Lot (Genesis 1-9:30-36) and the

pregnancy of his two daughters, the need to preserve

the fatherts fanily line took precedence over the taboo

of sexual abuse by a relative, making intercourse

acceptable. The daughters are portrayed as the

seductive aggressors, and the father is spared all
responsibility due to the effects of alcohol and his
passive role. The Bible attempts to make an allowance

for the daughters' actions, yet the message is that the

responsibility l-ies soleIy with the daughters,

dismissj-ng the father of all responsibility.
The father may never actually physically touch his

daughter. The utterances of sexual comments and

desires, or the sight of a father standing naked at the

doorway of his daughter's bedroom, with an erect penis,
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and a sexuaL expression on his face, ilây be extremely

traumatic to a daughter. Confusion, disgust, and fear

may be just a few of the emotions she may feel as a

resul-t of what nay appear to be a harmless action

(Butler, 1985).

The father who engages in sexually abusive

activities with a relative may approach his daughter in
numerous ways. He may begin by showing normal

expressions of physical affection, which, over a period

of time, grow more intense and sexual in nature. The

daughter may perceive the sexual activities as merely

another kind of parental affection, at least until- she

begins to wonder why she is supposed to keep it a

secret.

The sexual activity may also begin abruptly. To

induce cooperatj-on, the father may provide some sort of

rationalized explanation. Very young children are

easily deceived if the father introduces the activity
as a game. This deception may be easier to employ with

children who have received no sex education, and, ort
the child is isolated from her peers (Meise1man, 1-978).

Ol,der daughters may be persuaded to comply to the

father's demands through the use of a variety of

reasons. For example, the mother may not be in the

home due to death, or J-Ilness, and some daughters are
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told that it is their duty to replace the mother. The

most single deceptive reported rational-e is that
daughters are given a rrsex educationrt by their fathers
(Mei-selman, L97B).

Although father-daughter sexual abuse seems to be

the most difficul-t type to understand, it is probably

the type that requires the least effort on the part of

the perpetrator. The father already has the trust of

the daughter, coupled with easy access. In addition,

many children are taught to obey their parents

(Colossians 3:20; Ephesians 6:L-3), making resistance

or defj-ance less 1J-kely. Thus, thj-s offence is not

only a violation of boundari-es, and an inability to

control impulses, it is also a violation trust and an

abuse of power.

The victim may find this type of sexual- abuse

difficult to disclose because there may be more risks
involved. To disclose means that the daughter woul-d

defy and dj-sobey the parent, which to rnany, is
consj-dered a rule not to be broken (Colossians 3220¡

Ephesians 6:1--3). The daughter risks disrupting the

fanily system, and possibly having t,he father or

herself removed from the home (Renvoize, L9B2), and she

also faces possible rejection and al-ienation from her

fanily and the perpetrator (Renvoize, L982; Russell,
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1986). She may not want to disclose because she may

not real-j-ze to what extent the sexual abuse is wrong,

and due to the trust invol-ved between a father and

daughter, she may feel such a strong bond to her

perpetrator, that disclosing does not enter her nind.

Families where there has been sexual abuse by a

rel-ative, are often characterized by triangulation,
particularly when father-daughter sexual- abuse exists.
rrA triangle is any three-way relationship. In each

corner there can be an j-ndividual or a group of people.

The basic fanily triangle is father, mother, child'r

(Richardsorl, L987, p. 51). In order to understand the

dynamics of sexual- abuse by a rel-ative, it is necessary

to understand the mother, the father, or perpetrator,

and the victim, both as individual-s, and as a system.

The Mother

Although the victim's mother may not sexually

abuse her daughter directly, her role in the family has

an effect on the daughter, the relationship between the

victim and the perpetrator, disclosure and

intervention. The mother has often been blamed for
allowing the sexual abuse to occur, and for not

protecting her daughter, when in fact, the mother also

Characteristics of Familv Members
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seems to have no power in the family system. There are

many f actors that contribut,e t.o the rnotherrs behaviour

and her passive role.

Women who have been victims of sexual abuse by a

relative, and have not received treatment are l-ess

Iikely to protect their daughters when they themselves,

are victims of sexua] abuse. These mothers may also be

modelling passivity and submission to their daughters,

teaching them that they do not have the right to stand

up for themselves, and to be assertive (Herman, 1-981; 1

Tinothy 2:LL-L2).

The mothers within fanilies where sexual- abuse

occurs are generally less educated than their husbands.

This limits their opportunities for viable employment

outside the home, placing them in a position to be

economj-cally dependent on their husbands. This can be

even more limiting when the family lives in a rural

l-ocation because there are l-ess employment

opportunities and options. If the mother is aware of

the sexual abuse, it is very risky to reveal- the secret

because the father may be removed from the home,

placing the family's financial support in jeopardy

(Everson, Hunter, Runyon, Edelsohn, & Coulter, L989¡

Herman, l-981- ) .

Sexual abuse by a relative is more commonly found
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in patriarchal fanilies, where the rol-e of the mother

is to keep house, and bear and raise the chil-dren (cil,

1988). Her place is in the home, and this role may be

very stressful and oppressive on the mother. The wife

may see it has her responsibil-ity to submit to her

husband, just, as the church submits itself to Christ

(Colossians 3:1-8; Ephesians 4222-24) .

This stress and oppression may be exacerbated by

having a large number of chil-dren, and several

researchers have commented on the large number of

children that have been found in farnilies where sexual

abuse by a relative occurs (Cavallin, L966;

Lukianowicz, L972; Maisch, L972; Tormes, 1968r âs cited

in Herman, l-98L). The mother bears, and usually raises

the chil-dren. This may exhaust her both physically and

emotionally, creati-ng extreme stress. Due to the

increased number of children, supervision may be

reduced, providing the perpetrator the opportunity to

molest. The mother may also be emotionally exhausted,

reducing the level of nurturing and maternal- affection
the children receive (Herman, l-981-; Tormes, L968).

Lack of employment opportunities is not the only

factor restrj-cting the mother from outside supports.

Her life is consumed by a demanding husband, needy

children, and an oppressive environment. She may be
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described as weak and powerless, yet strong in the

sense that she knows how to endure suffering.
Herman (1-981, p. 78) summed up the role of the

mother as:

Economically dependent, socially isolated, in poor

health, and encumbered with the care of many small

children, these mothers were in no posJ-tion to

challenge their husbandsr domination or to resist
thej-r abuses. No matter how badly they were

treated, most simply saw no option other than

submissj-on to their husbands. They conveyed to

their daughters the bel-j-ef that a woman is
defenceless against a man, that marriage rnust be

preserved at all costs, and that a wifers duty is
to serve and endure.

The Perpetrator

The potential for sexual abuse by a relative
exists in almost every family. It is not uncommon for
people who l-ive together for an extended perj-od of time

to become dependent on one another for love, support,

and affection, and have daily intimate contact. The

difference between a fainily where there is no sexual

abuse by a relative, and a family where sexual abuse by

a rel-ative occurs, is that in a farnily where no sexual

abuse occurs, the male t ot father, recognizes
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appropriate boundaries and respects those boundaries,

regardless of any urges he may experience. In a familw

where sexual abuse by a rel-ative occurs, the male

violates those boundaries, particularly those of trust,
and l-acks impulse control (Thorman, 1-983).

In addition to the l-ack of impulse control,
perpetrators are described as the perfect patriarchs.

They are the head of the household, where they are

usually authoritarian in nature. They are very

powerful men, who maintain control of the family, and

all the actions of the farnily, in particular his wife

and daughter.

Within a patriarchal- and authoritarian family, the

sex roles are rigidly defined. The husband is the

bread winner, and he takes great pride j-n this role.
Perpetrators are very competent and hard working men,

who generally have successful employment historj-es

(Weiner, L964). It is of utmost importance for them to

maintain the facade that they are fu1ly competent j-n

their patri-archal role (Lustig, Dresser, SpelJ-man, &

Murray, 1-966). If the mother is unable to fulfil her

role, rather than becoming a nurturing father to the

children, he perceives this as beJ-ng cheated, and

demands nurturing from his daughter. On the other

hand, the father may be demanding sex from both hj-s
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wife and daughter(s); havi-ng his needs fulfilled from

both/all females.

within the home, the male is feared. He maintains

his power through his posi-tion and rol-e of dominance,

and intimj-dates and control-s the family (Butler, L978¡

Herman, 1-981). Just as the daughter may learn

passivity and submission from her mother, sons may

l-earn to be dominant and aut,horitarian from their
fathers.

The father portrays a very different image to

outsiders, ranging from a sympathetj-c, respectable, and

somewhat adnirable man, to a weak, pitiful man, who may

actually appear as being powerless and dominated by

other family members. These men do not exercise their
power outside the home with those who have authority
over them. They only exercise their portrer with their
subordinate family members. They assess the relative
power of the other person, and adjust their behaviour

accordingly. This behaviour makes it extremely

difficul,t to detect sexual abuse, and to convince

outsiders that the male can be something other than

what he portrays to outsiders (Butler, L978; Herman,

]-eB 1_ ) .

They are often churchgoing men, who are very

respected within their community. They conform to the
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traditj-onal norms, yet the dysfunction goes unnoticed.

A respondent in Hermanrs (1981-) survey clearly depicted

the situation by saying, rrYesr wê were what you call an

intact fanily. My mother lived at Church and Church

functions. My father sang in the choir, and he

molested me while my rnother was at Sunday School class

parties. There was no drinking or smoking or anything

the world could see. Only God knows" (p. 7t).
Although violence and physical force are often

used to gaJ-n compliance, the effects are generally not

severe enough to require medical at,tention, or t.hey may

be covered up at home (Herman, 1-981-). Of the three

types of forces (violent and physical; coercive; and

threatening) physical is the least conmon in cases of

sexual abuse by a rel-ative (RusseIJ-, 1986).

It is more conmon for the perpetrator to use

threats or duress to gain compliance t.han it Ís to use

physical force, yet even threats and duress are not

used in the majority of sexual abuse cases either. Due

to the trust level between the perpetrator and the

victim, it seems that threats are not usual-Iy necessary

at the beginning of a relationship where sexual abuse

is or will occur. Threats become more necessary i-n

order for the perpetrator to prevent the vj-ctim from

revealing the secret (Meiselman, L978). The types of
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threats and duress vary according to the types of

sexual demands that the perpetrator is placing on the

victim (Gebhard, Gagnon, Pomeroy, & Christenson, L965).

The l-ack of force or specific threats in father-
daughter sexual abuse do not imply that the victim is
actively cooperating in the activity. Instead, she is
generally passive because of her perception of the

fatherts authority and because of all of her past

experience with failures to obey hin. The

authoritarian position of the father in the farnily

makes it extremely difficul-t to distinguish between

real willingness, and submission to authority. Due to

the power of the father, the victim is most Iikely to

go along passively wj-th his demands for sexual

activity. Physical resistance is unthinkable to her

and leaving the home is a very frightening prospect,

and is not likeJ-y an option. Victims often fear that
their perpetrator will carry out their threats, and

submit for that reason as well. rrThe authori-tarian

father-passive daughter combination is the most conmon

j-ncest initiation pattern when the daughter J-s very

young; an adol-escent daughter is more likely to rebel-

and to see leavj-ng the home as a real alternative to

submitting to incestrr (Meiselman, L9'78, p. l-49-50).

A third way to obtain the cooperation of a victim
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is by rewarding her in various ways. Men who are

sexual offenders to femaLe rel-atives often behave

toward their victíms as though they were young

adolescent, boys making their first attempts at dating.

They may provide her with gifts, money, and clothing,
and are very guarded and jealous of other men, while

mai-ntaj-ning a position as the al-I-powerful father
(Brady, 1979; Cormier, Kennedy, & SangowJ-cz, L962), or

over protective brother. In cases of sexual abuse

between father and daughter, many fathers tend to be

more loving and attentive toward the daughter that they

molest as compared to their other children, creating

more leverage in obtaining, and maintaining the

daughters cooperation (Meiselman, L978) .

In order to relieve themselves of their guilt, the

perpetrators tend to rationalize their actions. He may

create a fairly reasonabJ-e explanation for his

behaviour, and present these rationalizations to the

daughter/victirn in order to enlist her cooperation in
the sexual activity. If they are exposed they often

try to rationaLize their acti-ons in order to minimize

the consequences.

Rationalizations range from justifications on the

grounds of fulfilling the sexual desires of an already

promiscuous and seductive daughter so that she would
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not have to seek sex outside the family (Meise1man,

1,978), to providing a virtuous daughter with an

essential sex education (Gebbard, Gagnon, Pomeroy, &

Christenson, 1-965). Perpetrators view it as their
responsibility and duty to teach their daughter the

facts of life (Weiner, L962), and to prevent them from

becoming frigid, l-ike their wives. The perpetrators

believe that their wivest frigidity explained and

excused their sexualÌy abusive behaviour (Cormier,

Kennedy, and Sangowicz, L962). In addition, due to

increased pregnancies (Herman, 1-981-), the mother may

seem inaccessible to her husband whil-e she is pregnant,

creating another rationaLization for him to turn to hj-s

daughter.
ItMuch of the isolation and punishment of the

aggressor in intrafamilial sexual abuse is a resul-t of

societyrs insistence on denying any sinilarity between

these men and the rest of usrt (Butler, 1-985, p. 65).

This is an important point because in many ways,

perpetrators are chameleons who blend in with the

community, and adjust their behaviour according to the

situat,ion they are in. The victj-m is well aware of how

her perpetrator adapts to the situation. For this

reason, the victim is riddled with confusion, self-
doubt, and feelings of craziness. This makes it that
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much more difficult for the vj-ctj-m to feel compelled to

disclose, knowing that others may not believe her.

The Victim of Sexual- Abuse by a Relative

There are many characteristics that distinguish
victims of sexual abuse by a relatj-ve from those who

have not been victims of sexual- abuse by a relative.

Most of the characteristics evolve and deveJ-op due to

the abuse itsel-f, and they are generally a result of,

rather than the cause of sexual abuse. The perspective

and feelings of the victim are very important to

understand when studying the area of sexual abuse by a

relative and disclosure.

Age of onset. Females are vulnerable to sexual

violati-ons by reLatj-ves at all ages, yet they seem to

be the most vulnerabl-e between the ages of eight to

twelve, which signify the preadol-escent period. The

mean ages found in three major surveys are: (a) 9

years, 9 months (9.9) (Finkelhor, L979)¡ (b) 1-1 years,

one and one half months (l-i-.1-5) (Russe1l, 1986); and

(c) 1-1 years, two months (LL.2) (Wyat,t, 1-985). Females

seem to be less vulnerable when they are sj-x to seven

years old (Finkelhor, l-986; Russell, 1986). The use of

mean ages may not accurately reflect the true age of

onset though due to different age ranges withj-n the

sample population, and differences in the definition of
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incest or sexual abuse. The age of onset is usually
determined from surveys, which rel-ies on the memory of
the victim, or from the first reported incident, which

is not necessarily the first incident.
Ordinal Positj-on of Siblings. There is arnpJ-e

literature to support the theory that ordinal position

of siblings plays a rol-e in the experiences of sexual

abuse of a female, particularly in the case of father-
daughter sexual abuse. Al-though the results were not

statistically significant, Fj-nkelhor (L979) suggested

that overall, middle daughters are more likely to have

experiences of sexual abuse by a rel-ative, than

daughters in other ordinal positions.

In the case of father-daughter sexual abuse

specifically, the eLdest daughter is the most at risk
of all the siblings (Finkelhor, 1979; Herman, L98L;

Meiselman, L978; Weinberg, 1-955). Weinberg (L955)

found that 642 of the daughters who were molested by

their fathers were the eldest in fanily, and an even

higher percentage were the el-dest daughter living in
the home at the time when the sexual- abuse began.

The younger daughters are also at risk because if
there is no intervention the perpetrator wil-l- move to

the next daughter. fn the case of father-daughter

sexual abuse, if the father pursues the younger
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siblings, it is usually because the eldest daughter has

rejected him, has left home (Finkelhor, L979), or as

Weinberg (L955) found, the father perceived the younger

daughter as being more doci-Ie, thus easier to coerce

into conplying to his demands.

Assigned Role. Most females victims are assigned

a role within the home, and this role entitles them to

a special place withj-n the family. This specJ-al place

may mean that they are not subjected to the punishments

that other sj-blings may receive, or to t,he other

extreme, where they receive pampering and gifts from

the perpetrator. They recognize their special place in
the family by sometimes being spared the violent force

that other siblings may recei-ve, and begin to use that

special place to their advantage (Herman, 1-98L). This

may be one way f or the victi-m to have her needs met,

and to feel- a sense of power in the sexually abusive

relationship. On the other hand, others may be used

as scapegoat,s, and always receive the blane for al-l-

that goes wrong (Thorman, 1983). Since the victim
already feels that the sexual- abuse is her fault, it j-s

not difficult to convince a vj-ctim that many other

things may be her f aul-t as well-. This transf ers the

guilt and blame from the perpetrator, to the victim.

RoIe reversal is also very coItrmon, where the
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daughter who experiences sexual abuse by a relative,
particularly if she is the eldest, acts as a ttlittle

motherrr. In this rol-e she may care for younger

siblings, and take on the responsibility of rnajor

household tasks. The pride that she derives from these

accomplishment,s seems to compensate for her l-ost

childhood (Herman, 1-981) .

In the case of father-daughter sexual abuse,

daughters may be assigned the task of keeping daddy

happy. This task may invol-ve being the father's

confidante, Listening to their father's secrets and

grievances, or actj-ng as a mediator between her

parents, placating the father when no one else may be

able to communicate with hin. In many ways, their role

is a pivotal and integral one that holds the family

together, and the daughter may feel responsible to

ensure that the family is kept intact (Brady, L979;

Herman, 1-9Bl- ) .

Her View of her Parents. Within a family where

sexuaL abuse occurs, the mother plays a role in the

dynamics of the sexual abuse. Her rol-e affects the

structure and rel-ationships within the family, she

models a type of behaviour to her daughter(s), and her

rol-e can ul-timateJ-y ef f ect the issue of dj-scLosure.

The daughter who has been sexually abused by a relatj-ve
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may resent her mother, often because the father

complains that his wife is co1d, frigid, and withholds

sex. Because the daughter al-so l-acks the maternal

affection she needs, and feels neglected by her mother,

she may believe that her father is telling the truth
(Herman, 1-981- ) .

As young children, daughters may see how

overburdened their mothers are, yet all they can feel

at that time is that they are obligated to provide

nurturing for others, allowing thej-r own needs to go

unmet. This can result in the daughter feeling hostile

and alienated from their mother, strengthening the bond

with the father, who is meetJ-ng the daughters needs.

The prj-mary bonds of trust seem to lack between the

mother and daughter, and the daughters view their

mother as weak, helpless, and unable to protect them

(Herman, 1-981-; Maisch | 1-972).

This alienation draws the daught,er to her father,
perceiving hirn as more competent and powerful (Herman,

Lg8l-). The father further gains the daughters trust

and confidence by providing the care, attention, and

affection she lacks from her mother, and in turn she

feels obligated to comply with his sexuaL demands

(Herman, L98L ) .

Due to the fatherrs cl-andestine behaviour, she may
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sense that something is wrong with their relationship.
Sex is dreaded and feared, and she feels disgust and

shame for herself. The daught,er may respond

physioJ-ogical-ly to the sex, and in a small number of

cases, she may perceive this response as a sign that

she is enjoying the sex (Herman, l-981-; Meiselman,

L978). She does not understand that this is a natural

response, yet her perception only serves to exacerbate

her feelings of guilt.

The alienation from her mother, the dysfunctj-onal-

bond to her fatherr or perpetrator, and her J-mportant

role in the fanily structure, strengthen the secret,

and reduce the chance of disclosure. This is further
strengthened if the daughter does not real-ize to what

degree the perpetrator's behaviour j-s wrong.

Characteristj-cs of Two Family Systems

The Mennonj-te Famil-y

one particular farnily that deserves attention is

the Mennonite fanily. Mennonites form a large portj-on

of the l,tanitoba population, in particular, the rural

and farm based population (Bond & Harvey I L989).

The Mennonites were established during the

European Anabapti-st movement during the 1-6th century.

This movement was led by Menno Sj-mons, a former
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ordained Catholj-c priest. They migrated from central

Europe to eastern Europe, and then to North and South

America. The Mennonites have remained very close, and

reside in concentrated communities throughout Manitoba

(Bond & Harvey, 1-989).

The Mennonites are a heterogeneous group of
people, and there are as many as 23 dj-fferent

conferences and congregations of Mennonites (Reimer,

L984). Even within a specific conference there are

dj-fferences, and these can vary between communities and

congreg'ations.

Mennonites range from being very progressive,

where it is difficul-t to di-stinguish between the

Mennonite and non-Mennonite communities (Bond & Harvey,

L989), to being very austere, and conservative. It is
not possible to generalize all- Mennonites, although

there are some conmon threads that conti-nue to exist
among almost all communities.

The Mennonites can be described as both a religion
and an ethnic group (Redekop, L9B7). Their religious
beliefs govern the practices of their fanily
traditions, school-s, and day-to-day living. The degree

to which this occurs may depend on the individual-

conference and or conmunity.

Recently, the issue of domestic violence has been
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recognized withj-n the Mennonite conmunities. Bl-ock

(1-991-) examined the issue of domestic violence within
the Mennonite community in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Through

his survey, approxi-mately 25? of his sarnpled reported

that they had been sexually violated. Block provided a

breakdown of the identity of the sexual abusers (his

terms), and found that 7.Oeo of the college sample, and.

8.0% of the random population were violated by their
father, brother, or some other relative. Alt,hough

there are no specific rates of sexual abuse by a

re1ative for the Mennonites living in rural- Manitoba,

it can be assumed that these rates can be generalized

to the rural- community.

The Familv Where Sexua1 Abuse Occurs bv a Relative

of all forms of intrafanilial sexual- abuse,

father-daughter j-s the one that has been researched the

most. Although there is no one specific formula that
describes the farnily where sexual- abuse occurs, all
families where father-daughter sexual abuse occurs are

characterj-zed by specJ-fic deficiencies (Thorman (1-983,

p. 77-8).

Fanilies where sexual- abuse by a relative occurs

have been described as experiencing high level-s of

stress with inadequate resources to deal with that
stress (Horowitz & WoJ-och, 1-981-). As a resul-t, the
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fanily is unable to cope with stress. Internal
confl-ict, alienation, and ineffective communicatj-on

weaken the family, making them exceptionally

vulnerable. This vulnerability disables the fanily,
and sabotages their ability to cope with crisis
situations (Thorman, 1983) .

Communication is confused. Families where sexual

abuse by a relatj-ve occurs struggle with clear

communication, honest expressj-on of feelings, and

resolvj-ng conflict through cooperative negotiation.

The messages are often conveyed in an ambiguous and,

ort inconsistent manner, further confusing the farnily

system (Thorman, l-983 ) .

Family members lack autonomy. The farnily system

where sexual abuse by a rel-ative occurs creates an

enmeshed web among itrs members where all members are

highly dependent on one another. Their boundaries are

blurred and their roles are tangled together, making

them dependent and co-dependent on one another. This

symbiotic enmeshment prohibits the development of

autonomy, and thus the development of a sel-f-identity
and individuality. These rest.rictj-ons inhibit personal

growth of fanily members, and eventually result j-n a

low sel-f-esteem (Thorman, 1-983). An example of

enmeshment i-s the role reversal that takes place
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sexuaL abuse by a relative occurs.

Family affect is not supportive to family members.

Families where sexual abuse by a relative occurs are

unable to draw support from one another (Davis &

Graybill , L9B3) ¡ therefore, they lack the supportive

rel-ationships that create an environment conducive to
optimal functioning of all family members. The members

exploit one another, and sexual contacts are confused

or equated with genuine expressions of love, warmth,

attachment, affection, and nurturing (Thorman, 1983).

Mothers may be physically or psychologicalJ_y

absent. Rather than both parents providing optimal

care and nurturing for the children, the mother feels
remote and alienated. She often feels inadequate,

withdrawing from the nurturing role, and immersing

herself in work or actj-vities that are satisfying and

fulfilling to her (Thorman, l-983).

The mother-daughter roles are sometimes reversed.

The generatj-onal- boundarj-es become blurred, and role
expectations are distorted and vj-ol-ated, with both

parents perceiving the daughter as an adult. Often,

daughters assume the role of the mother, and the

relationship between the nother and the daughter is
inappropriately structured (Thorman, 1983) .
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There j-s a lack of a strong coalitj-on between the

parents. The tj-es between partners are weak, with both

of them feeling alienated and lonely. There is often a

division or conflict between the husband and wife

(Thorman, l-983 ) .

Conflict may be resolved through scapegoating.

lVhen conf lict arises, rather than resol-ving the issue

through healthy negotiation, they avoid and ignore

direct resol-ution. Instead, their confl-j-cts may be

resol-ved by drawing the victim into the conflict, and

scapegoating the victim. The victim acts as the

pivotal point in the triangJ-e where two others are

invol-ved, and the victim takes the brunt of the blame

for something they are not responsible for. The result

is that the marriage is maintained, and the confl-ict

appears to be resol-ved; all at the expense of the

victim (Thorman, l-983 ) .

Power is unequal-J-y distributed between the husband

and wife. Within the marital- rel-atj-onship, the father

holds a position of dominance and power, while the

mother is submissive, and feels powerless. The

husbandrs position of po\^rer transfers beyond the

marital relationship, and he is able to control all

aspects of his partnersr as wel-L as the l-ives of their

children. Decj-sions are not made mutualIy, but rather,
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the father dictates decisions independent of, and

without consulting hi-s partner (Thorman, 1-983).

ItAbusing farnilies tend to place a higher value on

authoritarian means of control- and to have less

conviction in rational guidance and dj-straction

techniquestr (Corse, Schmid, & Trickett I L990, p. 46).

In fanilies where sexual abuse by a relative

occurs, both the individual family membersr âs well as

the entire fanily, are socially isolated. Generally,

they form rigid and i-mpenetrable boundaries between the

farnily and the outside worl-d. They are a closed farnily

system that actively discourages contact with persons

outside the family system (Mrazek & Kempe, L98l-).

FaniJ-y members depend on other fanily members to meet

their needs, and do not allow input from the external

environment and soci-al- network. This creates a barrier

to social-ization with other persons. This barrier

inhibits the possibility of personal growth, access to

information that may penneate the distorted beliefs

that have been nurtured within the closed, sexually

abusive fanily, and protects the perpetrator from being

exposed (Thorman, 1-983) .

Families where sexual abuse by a relative occurs

are much too complex to be described in any unilateral

way, and there is no one contributing factor that can
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explain its onset or continuation. of all the

contributing factors mentioned in the literature, the

two most predictive factors are likely to be the

absence of a strong, satisfying marital bond where

there is equal power among all family mem.bers, and

prior sexually abusive behaviour somewhere in the

f amily (Mrazek & Kempe, l-98l- ) .

Social Isolation

Social isolation is a risk factor of interest to

sexual- abuse research for two reasons. First, there

are documented accounts of concentrations of sexually

abusive families in rural areas (Sunnit, & Krysot L97B).

In addition, numerous research studies have correlated

social- i-so]ation with other forms of child abuse and

neglect within farnilies (Corse, Schmid, & Trickett,

l-990; Garbarino & Stocking, 1980r âs cited i-n

Finkelhor, 1-986 ) .

Although living in a rural location does not inply

social isolation, and the two are not synonymous, it

seems that a portion of those sexualÌy abusive families

in rural areas may also experience social isol-ation.

If they do experience social- isolation, then j-t would

seem that the victin and family are further at risk

Isolati-on
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because of the isolation. Social isolation prevents

anyone from the outside to penetrate their secretive

system.

GeographicaL/Rural

The notion that the prevalence of sexual abuse is

higher in rural communities is gaining support

(LukianowLcz, 'J,972; Finkelhor, L979) . Russell- ( L9B6 )

found that the prevalence rate of sexual abuse in rural

communities had increased.

Lukianowicz (L972) found that geographical

location did in fact have an effect on the rate of

incestuous abuse (his tenn). His research was

conducted in Northern Ireland, and found that 56%

(n:17) of the subjects came from the country (his

term); 6 were small farmers, and 11 were farm

labourers.

Finkelhor (L979) provided the first survey

evidence that sexual abuse by a relative and sexual-

victinization are higher in rural- areas. Finkel-hor

surveyed a sample of 530 female rural residents, where

1-6 of the 530 had farm backgrounds. Those with farm

backgrounds reported the highest rates of sexual- abuse

by a relative and the results \^/ere statistically
significant (752 at the p.<.00i- level of significance).

Although there were no reports of father-daughter
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sexual abuse from those with farm backgrounds though,

L.3Z of the 28? who reported sexual abuse by a relative

from rural communities other than farms, reported

father-daughter sexual abuse. Caution must be taken

due to the smal-l- size of the farm sample, yet

Finkelhor's results show a trend that suggest contj-nued

research in this area is needed. The smalI sample size

did not allow Finkelhor to examine the sample further,

but he suggested that there was ttsomething special

about farms, not just rural areas, that affects the

ratestt lFinke1hor, L979, p. 1-1-3). Farms tend to be

particularly isolated, which lends support for the

question of social isolation.
Nature of Rural Families

Families who reside in rural communi-ties have been

described as very private, and tend to rely on the

farnily itself for problem-solving. When domestic

problems do occur, rural families have also been

described as rninimj-zing the sj-gnificance and

seriousness of the problems. The family further

reinforces the minimization of their domestics problems

through thej-r belief of ttwhatever goes on in the home

is the family's own businesst' (Fortune & Hormann, 1980,

p. 7e).

Sexual abuse by a relative is considered to be a
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very serious trdomestj-c problemtt. If the farnily chooses

to minimize the si-gnj-ficance and seriousness of all
domestic problems, and sexual abuse by a relative is

considered to be a domestic probÌem, then it can be

assumed that the family will minimize the significance

and seriousness of sexual abuse by a relative as wel1.

Privacy

It can be very difficult to remain anonymous while

residing in a rural setting, particularly in a small-

town community. The general feelj-ng is that everyone

in the community tends to know your business, and the

events in the community. This lack of anonymity can

have several effects. First, the victirn is caught in a

situation which may restrict her from seeking help. By

speaking out and seeking help, the victj-rn risks having

the community find out about the sexual abuse, while at

the same time defying the rule of keeping the familyrs

business within the home. On the other hand, the lack

of anonymity could be a support to t,he victim in that
she may not need to verbalíze or express her

victirnization, but rather people will know by word of

mouth (Fortune & Hormann, L980). Final1y, the result
of the latt.er sj-tuation coul-d be very danaging to a

victim if communj-ty members are a\,\7are of the sexual

abuse that is taking p1ace, and they choose to remain
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silent, which is a lack of support and a form of

perpetuating the cycle of violence ¡ oE, the community

ostracizes and blames the victim for the sexual abuse.

Transportation

Rural areas generally lack public transportatJ-on,

therefore, children, adolescents and those who are not

able to, or do not have their own transportation, are

linited in their options as to how they will transport

themsel-ves to a place where they can seek help (Fortune

& Hormann, 1-980 ) .

lfeather

Manitoba winters can be very cold and the weather

can be unpredictable. Heavy snowfalls or extremely

cold temperatures can make travel J-mpossj-ble at times.

This restriction further isolates the victim in a

potentially dangerous situation (Fortune & Hormann,

(1e80).

Medical Care

Many of the residents in rural communities see a

doctor who the family may have known for some time,

possibly al-l- their life, and, ort the fanily knows

quite well. This can make J-t very uncomfortable and

difficult for patients/victims to seek medical help

should they need j-t (Fortune & Hormann, 1-980).



Media

Many of the rural communities do not have a formal

broadcast media, makj-ng it, difficult to convey

information regarding abuse, and how and where to seek

support (Fortune & Hormann, L980). In addj-tion, some

Mennonite conmunitj-es exist as closed systems, choosing

to not make use of varíous forms of media, such as

tel-evi-si-on.

Rural communities do not benefit from other forms

of media, such as public advertisements. Public

transportation systems, such as buses, bulletin boards,

and bill- boards, are just a few of the ways that the

public can benefit from receivj-ng information. The

rural communities, in particular farm based

communj-ties, do not benefit from these luxuries.
Reporting Systems

The police and other authorities in rural Manitoba

are very concerned and cooperative about the issue of

sexual abuse by a rel-ative. Logistics make it
difficult for them to be as potent,ially effective as

they can because of the diffJ-culty in coordinating all
the various authoritiesr âs well as not being able to

act beyond their jurisdicti-on (Fortune & Hormann, 1-980;

But1er, 1-985 ) .

Sexual Abuse/Discl-osure
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Disclosure

Fanilies where sexual abuse by a relative occurs

are bound by their ties of dependence, fear of

separation, and their secrecy. If someone from the

outside world penetrates their barriers and reveals

their secret, their usual defense is denial. often,

the fanily unites in maintainj-ng the secret, including

the victim, who denies that the sexual abuse ever took

place. When the victim refuses to discl-ose the sexual

abuse, there is littl-e that can be done unless there is

evidence, which in most cases is difficult to come by

(Renvoize, L982).

Reasons for Maintainino the Secret

There are many reasons why the victim may join

forces with the family, and deny the sexual abuse.

First, to reveal the secret means that the vj-ctim runs

the risk of losing the one means of attentj-on, warmth

and affectj-on, no matter how dysfunctional that

affection is. On the other hand, many are not

motivated to tel-I because they do not know or realize

that sexual abuse by a rel-ative is wrong, that it is

sexualr or what it meant at the time of the incident(s)
( RusseJ-1, 1-986 ) .

If the victim is removed from the family, it is

likely that the victin will- drift back to the fatnily
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where the sexual abuse occurred due to itts strong

ties. If the perpetrator has been removed from the

home, the victin runs the risk of being made to feel
responsibl-e for the absence of the father, the one who

most likely supports the fanily financially. ff the

perpetrator has remai-ned in the home, the victim will
probably be re-victiinized, and molested again. If the

victirn is restricted from returning home, she will be

further alienated because she has been fairly isolated,
and has not learned social-ization skills beyond those

of her fanily where the sexual abuse occurred

(Renvoize, 1-982).

Second, there is an i-ncredible amount of pressure

by the fanily to rnaj-ntain the secret. It must be

remembered that the victim's ties to the family are

probably ti-ghter than those wj-thin a family where there

is no sexual abuse by a rel-ative, therefore, the victim
will- resj-st disclosure and breaking those ties, feeling
an allegiance to her fainily (Renvoize, L982).

Third, despite the fact that, fanily rol-es and

boundaries are blurred in a family where sexual abuse

by a relative occurs, each member plays a survival" rol-e

in order to maintain some sort of balance within the

home (Satir, l-991-). If the sexual abuse is revealed,

and the victin does not deny it, the victim must take
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on a new roIe, that of the villain. In order to

maintain whatever fragile equilibrium that exists

within the family system, the other farnily members

cl-ose the gap that the victirn left, and continue living

out their roles. The family can only become normal,

normal from the perspective of the family where the

sexual abuse occurs, if the vj-ctin withdraws the

disclosure, once again, denying the sexual- abuse

(Renvoize, L982).

Fear of punishment by the perpetrator and or

someone else, including abandonment or rejection
(Renvoize, L982), as wel-l as a desire to protect the

perpetrator, or fear of hurting someone else is another

motivation to maintain the secret. Self-b]ame can also

make a victim feel too ashamed or guilty to tell.

Victins often fear being bl-amed or of not being

believed (Russell, 1986).

Victims often fear that the threats made by the

perpetrator will be carried out. They may be very

scared for a variety of reasons: not bej-ng believed

and or being blarned; that the victim's father may want

to physically harm the perpetrator, therefore, the

victin ends up protecting the perpetrator; orr the

victim does not want to disrupt or upset the mernbers of

the perpetrators family (Russell, 1986).



Aspects of Disclosure

Victims may di-sclose at various stages of their
life. They may reveal the secret at the tirne of the

first incident or soon afterward (L7Z), while others

will tel-l- someone at some later point (1-0?) (Russell,

l-986). Many never reveal the secret themselves, yet

they know that someone else had knowledge that sexual

abuse by a relative had occurred (L9%) (Russe1l, 1-986).

Through survey research it was found that only 5% of

the cases specifJ-ca11y mentioned that they had not told
anyone until the time of the research j-nt.ervj-ew

(Russel1, l-986). These fJ-gures show that a high

percentage of cases were known by someone else at the

time of the sexual- abuse, and yet the responsibility
vras left with the victim to fend for themselves.

When the victj-m does choose to reveal- the secret,

i-t may be for several reasons. One motivating factor
is a change in the relationshj-p between the victim and

the perpetrator. For example, a young girl may enter

puberty, and her perpetrator may begin to demand

intercourse. The perpetrator may also become more

demanding to the point that the victim would rather

risk retribution than submit. Finally, the victi-m may

want to protect a younger, more helpless sibling who

has the potential to become victiniized (Herman, L9B1).

SexuaL Abuse/Disclosure
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On the other hand, the victim may carry the secret to

her grave, as many do.

The family in which sexual abuse by a rel-ative

occurs is unfortunately not the onJ-y reason the victim

fears exposure. As a result of bias and ignorance

within the helping professions and the criminal justice

system, the chi1d protection agencies, law enforcement

agencies, and the mental health professj-ons have been

unable to guarantee that their intervention will not be

destructive to both the victim and the fanily (Herman,

L98r-).

Society can be cruel and unsupportive to the

victims and their family wj-thout realizing that their

support could actually be interpreted as condemnation

for the victim, and support of the perpetrator, which

in turn, supports the perpetuation of the cycle of

sexual abuse by a relative. By disclosing the secret

of sexual abuse, the victin challenges the traditional-

social value that the man has a right to do as he

pleases within his own home. Indirectly and

unintentionalJ-y, the community punishes the victim for

having the audacity to accuse their father of such an

act (Herman, 1981-). This has been the case in some

ruraL communities where the ttresponse to discovered

cases of incest was initialty a punitive reaction,
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followed by avoidance and inactiontt (Moe & Moe, L977 |

pp. L3-L4r âs cited in Herman, 1-981, p. L29). The

reaction of shock, outrage, and denial only further
disrupts and threatens the family. This antagonizes

the perpetrator, leaving the victim, who dared to defy

the rul-es, even more at the mercy of the perpetrator
(Herman, 1981-).

When the victim decides to reveal the secret, her

mother may not be her first choice as a confj-dante.

The relationship between the mother and daughter may be

too fragile, and the daughter may be too atienated from

her mother to trust her. Many daughters believe that
thej-r mothers knew, or should have known, and thus,

they bitterly resent them. Due to this frail
relationship, she must find someone that she can

confide in, and may need to go outside her immediate

fanily (Herman, 1-981-) .

Sexual abuse by a relative is commonly reported to
a cl-ose friend, relative, neì-ghbour, or social agency.

If the child l-ives in a rural setting, reporting

centres and child protection agencies may not be

readily accessibLe to a child (Fortune & Hormann,

1-980). If children are school âge, their teacher or

school- counsell-or may be a likely choice. Regardless

of whether it is an agency or school, within the
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province of Manitoba, under subsection 18(l-) of The

Act, adults have a legal obligation to report any known

case of sexual abuse (Government of Manitoba, 1-989).

Based on the review of literature, research

supports the notion that sexual abuse by a relative is
increasi-ng (NCCAN | 1-98L, as cited in Russell, 1986¡

Rural Manitoba Project, L99L), and yet an extremely

high percentage of sexual assaul-ts remain unreported

(Butler, 1-985). In addition, various researchers have

found sj-gnificant results which indicate that sexual

abuse by a relative j-s of speci-al concern in the rural
area (Sunmit & Kryso | 1978) | particularly, the farm

based rural areas (Finkelhor, L979; Lukianowicz , L972).

Alt,hough Finkelhor found higher rates of sexual abuse

by a rel-ative ( he used the term j-ncest ) in women with

farm backgrounds, the sample was too srnaIl to pursue

the analysis any further. Does this small sample

refl-ect the unreported cases of sexual abuse by a

relative that may be occurring in the rural-, and farm

communities?

Mennonj-tes comprise a large portion of the rural,
particularly the farm, popuJ-ation in Manitoba (Bond &

Harvey, L989). Block (l-991) clearly indicated that the

Summary
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rates of sexual abuse by a relative within the

Mennonite conrmunities in Winnipeg, Manj-toba, mirror the

rates found in other research studies (Finkelhor, L979;

1-986; Russel1, L986).

According to the literature mentioned, it can be

suggested that Mennonite women J-iving in rural
Manitoba, particularJ-y farms, may have experienced

sexual abuse by a relative at rates equal- to other

populatj-ons. These assaults may be unreported due to

the rural location, and isolation, which make

discl-osure that much more difficul-t to occur (Fortune

and Hormann, 1-980). These characteristics reinforce,
and intensify the concern for victims of sexual abuse

by a relative, their fanilies, their community, and the

issue of disclosure.

Research Ouestions

Research Ouestion I
Do the victimst decisions to disclose have any

relation to the attj-tude and approach of the Mennonite

church and family to sexual abuse by a relative?
Research Ouestion II

Does isolati-on, as described in the

review, have any relation to the victims'
discLose?

literature

decisions to



Research Ouestion III
Do the vi-ctimst decisions to discl-ose their sexual

abuse by a relative have any relation to their
knowled.ge of other victims of sexual abuse by a

relative in the communi-ty?

Research Ouestion IV

Do the victi-msr decisions to disclose their sexual

abuse by a relative have any relation to their level of

involvement with people or conmunities from out.side

their own?

Research Ouest-i on V
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\¡Ihat aspects/resources might be put in place to

help the victims dj-sclose?



Intervi-ews

The data were obtained through semi-structured,

face-to-face interviews (FFI). FFIrs were chosen for
several reasons. It seems that there is no one

specific method that has been found to be superior for
all types of questions (Sudman & Bradburn, 'J,974r ês

cited in Finkelhor, 1986). The topic of sexual abuse

seems to be unique though i-n that it is a special type

of sensj-tive topic where FFIts lend themselves to being

an effective mode of administration (Finkelhor, 1-986).

FFI ' s provide time for buil-ding rapport and askì-ng

warm-up questions. For this reason, FFIts allow the

interviews to be more successful in e1j-cj-ting honest

responses. An in-person interviewer may be better able

to arrange, provide, and maintain the necessary privacy

for the interview to be successful.

I believed that FFI's were the most ethical method

considering the potential distress that the subject

matter may elicit in some participants. When the

respondent became distressed or upset, she was with a

person who provided the necessary support that she

Chapter III
Methods
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needed, and the presence of an interviewer may also

have elicited frank and candid responses.

It is important to state that at the time of this
study f had ten years of direct counsel-ling experience

in the area of sexual- abuse and issues related to
sexuality. f was t,he school counsel-l-or and SpeciaJ-ty

Therapj-st at Marymound School, which is a treatment

facility for adolescents, and was employed with

Marymound for seven years. I have counselled in other

capacities as wel-l, one of which was working with

families in cri-sis at the Health Sciences Centre, and

at the time of this study, I was counsel-ling at the

Womenrs Health Clinic. This parti-cular research study

was partial fulfilment for a Master of Education in the

area of counsel-l-ing.

The ot,her advantage to FFIrs j-s the message that
they convey to the respondent regarding the topj-c of

sexual abuse by a rel-ative. FFIrs convey the message

that it is important, as well as acceptable, t,o talk
about sexual abuse, and j-t provides the victirn with a

listener who is accepting and non-judgemental.

Interview Schedule

The interview schedule was a vital component to

elicit frank responses and ensure support for the

participants. There was one, two hour interview
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conducted with each participant. The j-nterview

schedule that was followed was:

1-. Provide 20 to 30 minutes for myself and the

participant to relax and become comfortable with
one another.

2. I asked the participant if she had any further
questions regarding the intervJ_ew, and whether or
not she fully understood the interview protocol.
If she said yesr f asked that she sign the consent

form to tape record the j_nterview.

3. I read the purpose, a brief introduction, and then

asked a number of Warm Up euestions focusing on

the participantrs personal and family history
(Appendix c).

4. I asked the Interview euestions (Appendix H).

5. Following the interview, there vras a debriefing
period. This enabled me to assess the

participantrs stabil-ity and level of stress, and

alLowed time for the participant to relax. By

building in debriefing t,ime, the participant knew

that they were not obligated to leave following
the interview, knowing they would be able to spend

time with a supportive person.

6. Prior to the interview, I suggested that the

therapist be availabl-e for any necessary
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debriefing, should the participant feel a need to

debrief further. Following the interview, should

the therapist, not be available, the particj-pant

was provided with a list of resources that she

could contact for j-mmediate support (Appendix I).
I obtaj-ned a mailing address to contact the

participant so that she recej-ved a copy of the

resul-ts.

7.

Criteri a for Part-i ei nant- Sel ect-i on

A minimum of eight partj-cipants were selected, and

interviewed. The criteria for participant selection

was based on four requirements:

l-. They had been raised in a home where at least the

father, or both, of their parents belong(ed) to a

Mennoni-te church.

2. They had been raised in rural- Manitoba, but do not

have to presently live there.

3. They had been victims of sexual abuse by a

relativer âs defined within this research study.

4. They were femal-es 18 years of age and older.

In the ori-ginal proposal, one of the criteria
proposed was that the partj-cipants be between the ages

of 1-B and 30 years of age. The purpose of the age

Particioants
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restriction was to gather informati-on that reflected as

current a situation as possible. Since I was

contacting my subjects through their therapists, and I
was only interviewing v¡omen who had been, or were

currently in therapy, I was having a difficult time

fJ-nding women within the required age category. Based

on this experience, I decided to remove that
restriction and invited r^romen of all ages to

participate j-n the study.

Selection of Therapists

The sample was obtained through clinica1 l-ists.
The snowbalLing nrethod was employed to gather names of

therapists. I chose this method to incLude all-

therapists rather than limit the list to psychologists.

I contacted five therapi-sts by telephone, and asked

each of them for the names of five additional

therapists. This approach generated a list of 36

therapists practicing in Manitoba, incl-uding the five
therapi-sts I originally contacted.

Selection of Samnle

telephone, introduced ny research study, and asked if
they were interested in taking part in the study. I
then sent them an information package containing all
the necessary information for both themsel-ves and the

I contacted the initial five therapists by
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clients they felt met the criteria. I dÍd not contact

the other therapists by telephone. Instead, I
distributed a research package to five different
therapists every two weeks until I recej-ved at least
eight participants.

The package incJ-uded (a) a written letter of
explanation (Appendix Ä, and B), (b) the phone number of
the researcher, (c) a reply form (Appendix C), and (d)

the information that they distributed to clients who

met the selection criteria (Appendix D). The inj-tial-
fj-ve therapists that I contacted by telephone received

a package that included the cover letter in Appendix A.

All other packages included the cover letter in
Appendix B.

The therapist selected partici-pants based on the

criteria set forth in the studyr âs wel-l as their
expert opinion and knowledge of the emotional- heatth of
the participant. The therapist suggested whether

helshe felt that the participant was capable of taking
part in the study and was able to cope with the

interview, although the client ul-tirnately had the final-

decisi-on. A reminder letter was mai-l-ed to each

therapist two weeks following the initial- rnailing

(Appendix E).

When the cLients had been sel-ected, the therapist
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informed them of the research study and the interview,
presented them with a l-etter of explanation (Appendix

D), and asked if they would agree to be interviewed.

The letter informed them of the purpose of the study,

the name of the researcher (nyself), and my telephone

number. This provided the cl-i-ent with the opportunity

to speak with me, and still have the option to withdraw

from the study, having never revealed their identity.
Once the client agreed to participate in the research

study, the participant and I arranged a meetj-ng tirne

that was suitable for her, and a meeting place where

she felt safe. When I spoke wj-th each therapist, I
asked permission to use their office space for the

interview. The therapistrs office seemed like a

logical location based on safety, confidentiality, and

that the client may feel grounded and comfortabl-e in a

famíliar setting.

Ouestionnai-re

The questionnaires in Appendix G and H were

employed in all the interviews. The interview began

with the Warm-Up Questionnaire (Appendix c). These

questions focused on the subjectrs family history, and

acted as a way of building rapport. The remainder of

ïnstruments
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the fnterview Questionnaire was comprised of semi-

structured, open-ended questions (Appendix H).

Pil-ot, Study

I conducted a pilot study wj-th one subject. This

subject fit all the crj-teria of the study. I used a

stop watch during the pJ-lot interviews to time the

length of the interview. I aLso examined the data to

see if the interview questions focused on the aim of

the research questions.

Ethics

Due to the sensitive nature of the interviews, I
conducted all the interviews myselfr âs well as

transcribed al-L the intervi-ews. This eliminated the

need to train and educate interviewers.

I ensured that the participant received the

necessary privacy for the j-nterview to take place. I
al-so tried to accommodate the participant as much as

possj-ble, and met in a place where she felt safe. I
asked each of the therapists if they would be willing
to make their office avaiLabl-e for the interview. The

locations \^rere specific for each of the participants.
I wil-l- provide a complete description of the locations

in Chapter IV.

Procedure
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Should the participant choose to terminate the

interview either by stating that she would like to

terminate it, by requesting that the tape recorder be

turned off, or by indicating in any other way that she

did not wish to continue the intervJ-ew, her request was

honoured. Shou1d the participant ask to have the tape

recorder turned off, I ensured that her request was on

tape. The poi-nt at which the tape recorder was turned

off signified the end of that interview. I did not

want the participant to feel- pressured in any way to

continue, nor feel- guilty that she terminated the

interview. I wanted to respect the wishes of the

participant, and support her decision. For the purpose

of collecting exit j-nformation, once the tape recorder

was turned off, f asked why she requested that the tape

recorder be turned off.
Prior to the interview, f suggested that the

participantts therapj-st be available for any necessary

debriefing, should the participant feel a need to

debrief further. Following the interview, if the

therapist was not availabl-e inmediately, the

parti-cJ-pant was provided with a list of resources that
she could contact for j-mmediate support (Appendix I).
This information was provided to al-l participants,

including those who chose to terminate the interview.
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I explained the interview protocol as outlined in
the cover l-etter to the participants (Appendix D). I
again repeated the outline, and the purpose of the

study to the participant.

I then obtained permission from the participant to

audiotape the interview, and she then signed the

consent form agreeing to be interviewed, and audio

taped. Refer to Appendix D for the consent form.

Confidentiality

In order to ensure confidential-ity and anonymity,

all the audiotapes and transcripts were coded, and the

participantsr names were never used. Any identifying
names or places were also coded. I transcribed all of

the audiotapes myseÌf. I was the only person to hear

the audiotapes, and read the transcrj-pts.

Following the completion of the study, the

audiotapes were destroyed. The transcripts witl remain

in my possession for at least five years following the

publication of this st,udy for the purpose of future

research.
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General Information

Number of Participants

Description of the Participants

There were a total of l-0 women contacted for
J-nterviews, and nine of those women completed an

interview. One woman had agreed to be interviewed, yet

due to other commitments in her lifer wê were unable to

arrange a suitable meeting tine. Of the nine women

that \^¡ere interviewed, I have chosen to use eight of
the interviews, one of which is the pilot intervj-ew.

The interview that I have chosen to not use did

not meet al-l- the required criteria. At the time of the
j-nterview I discovered that the participantts
perpetrator was not a fainily member. I gave her the

choice as to whether or not she would l-ike to conti-nue

on with the interview, and she chose to complete the

interview. Initially I fel-t that the interview woul-d

be beneficial- in that the woman \¡/as 20 years old and

her experience woul-d closely reflect a current

situation. Upon closer examination of the transcript,
it becaine clear that because her experience was with a

non-famiJ-y member, it was in a different context and

therefore was not suitable to be used as part of the

Chapter IV
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data.

Locati-on of Interviews

lVhen I presented ny research to counsel-l-ors and

therapists, I explained that I would be willing to

conduct the interviews in a setting and Location that
was suitable and comfortable for the participant. All
of the therapists were willing to all-ow the interview
to take place in thej-r office, yet due to limited
avail-ability of their office space, only one of the

interviews was conducted in the therapistrs office. Of

the other seven interviews, three of the interviews

were conducted in my home; three were conducted in the

participantst home; and, one was in the participantrs
work place.

Anonynity

Some of the participants were very concerned about

their anonymity and that others not know of their
participation in this study. Their concern stemmed

from their fear of their family members finding out

about the interview, or that others may recognize them

or their family. To al-leviate their fears and concerns

I gave then the choice of where to conduct the

interview, and I spent considerable tinre speaking with

some of the women on the telephone, reassuring them of

thej-r anonymJ-ty and privacy. Other hromen were more
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open, and less concerned about their anonymity.

Part of their concern and need for anonymity is
that the Mennonite community is a tightly knit
community where many people know one another. The

nature of a rural setting is also closely knit where

individuals and families are often aware of each others

private affairs and issues. Together, the

characteristics of these two groups and settings make

it, irnperative that the participants remain anonymous,

and not reveal- who they are for fear of repercussions

from and, or, for the communj-ty or their farnily.

In the following descriptions, I have used

pseudonyms for each of the participants and any other
people who were mentioned in the interview. Any names,

places t eE information that may J-dentify who they or

their fanily are, have not been mentioned.

Al-1 of the women cane from rural- communities

throughout Manitoba, yet the descriptions that follow
may sound very simil-ar. I will not reveal the names or

l-ocations of their home commun.i-ty, yet I will describe

the setti-ng as best I can without revealing them"

Ann

Ann is a 43 year old woman who is divorced, and

Individual Descripti-ons
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has three sons and two grandchildren. She is the third
born child of seven, with two brothers and four

sisters, and her two brothers are the youngest chil-dren

in the family.

She was born in a town in rural Manitoba, and grevr

up j-n several smal-l towns throughout Manitoba. There

\^ras one particular town where Ann spent most of her

growing years, and her famity lived in two different
houses whiLe living there. The first house was right
in town with other houses close by, while the second

house was more isol-ated and located on the outskirts of

town.

Ann lived in that partj-cular conlmunity until the

age of t7 at which time she married a man who was also

Mennonite, and together they resided not far from where

Ann grew up. This was a difficul-t marrJ-age for Ann

because the abusive dynamics that she experienced in
her family of origin al-so existed in her husbandrs

family, and although she no J-onger lived in the same

town as her parents, she dj-d not live far from them.

After experiencing further sexual abuse j-n her

marriage, Ann eventually separated and divorced her

husband, moved to another province for several years,

and now resides in a larger, urban community in
Manitoba.
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Annrs parents are now dj-vorced, and they no longer

reside in the communj-ty to which I previously referred

to. Her mother left her father several years ago and

this was the motivating reason for her to l-eave the

community. Her father has lived in several locations

and has been very transient, and he never remarried.

Her mother no\^/ resides in a larger community in
Manitoba, she remarried, and is now divorced from her

second husband.

Both of Annts parentrs were Mennonite Brethren,

yet they chose to l-eave the church when Ann was

approxinately two or three years of age. To the best

of her recollection, the reason they left the church

was because ttthey hrere having a very hard time being

accepted. " They joined the Protestant United church

and Ann has never identified herself as Mennonite,

although her extended fanily identifies itself as

Mennonite. When asked how she woul-d def j-ne being

Mennonite, Ann used the word hypocrite, feeling that
there was considerabl-e conflict and inconsistency

within the community.

Ann was sexually abused by nine mal-e members of

her farnily. All of her perpetrators were from her

fatherrs side of the family, and they included her

father, several of his brothers, and a few cousins.
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To the best of her recollection, -A.nn bel-ieves that
the sexual abuse began around the age of two, and ended

at the age of L4. The abuse ended when she bought a

lock for the inside of her bedroom door, preventing her

perpetrators from entering her bedroom at night.
She was also sexually abused by her father-in-law

and her husbandrs uncle after she was married. The

abuse by her father-in-l-aw ended when Annrs mother-in-

law witnessed him abusing Ann, and the abuse by her

uncle ended when Ann and her husband di-vorced and she

severed her ties with hj-s f amí1y.

Ann disclosed for the first time as an adult. She

disclosed to her husband.

Ann now maintains a professional career and has

spent many years focusing on self care and growth to

heal the pain of her abuse. Following the interview,

Ann and I remained in contact. Her father corresponded

with her a few times after the interview, and she

shared those as well as previous correspondences with

me. She also shared of her interactions with her

fanily members, and talked about the difficulties she

was experiencing.

Beth

Beth is a 37 year old woman, who has been in a

partnership for nine years, and does not have any
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children. She is one of L4 children and she is the

second el-dest child. She has three brothers, nine

sj-sters, and one sister who died.

Beth was born in a town in rural Manj_toba, and was

raised on a farm in Manitoba. The farm could be

described as a farnily farm where more than one family
resided on the 1and, and Beth's family moved onto their
own farm when she was approximately five years old. At,

the age of L7 she moved away from that particular
community to attend a Mennonite boarding schoo.l_.

Bethrs parents are still married to one another,

and cont j-nue to live at the same f arm l-ocatj-on. They

also spend time at a second home outside of Manitoba.

Both her parents are Mennonite and they have always

belonged to the General Conference.

Bethrs perpetrator is her uncLe, which is her

fatherrs brother. Her uncl-e was one of the family
members who resided on the family farm when she was

very young.

She is unable to determine at what age the sexual

abuse began, yet she is certain that she was of pre-

school â9e, and possibly as young as two years ol-d.

She is unable to determine at what age the abuse ended,

yet she suspects that her fanily's decision to leave

the fanily farm and l-j-ve independent of their
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relatives, may have been related to her abuse. She

disclosed to her mother as a very young child, yet

there was no action taken and the sexuaf abuse

continued for many years. In addition to sexual abuse,

Beth endured physical and emotional abuse by her

father, and she spoke of comparing rrour welts and our

black spots on our legs and beatings and stufftt with

her cousin.

Beth sees herself as being identified as Mennonite

in certain circles and circumstances, and feels that
she is definitely Mennonite when it comes to her

ethnicity and certain traditions. She does not attend

a Mennonite church and she used the term ttpost-

Mennonitert, to describe herself. Although she was born

and raised as Mennonite, and still carries her

Mennonite birth name, she has spent considerabl-e time

exploring her spiritual roots and existence.

Beth no longer resides in the area in which she

was raised, and presently lives in a larger community

in Manitoba. Fol-l-owing the interview, Beth contacted

me a few times. She shared how she felt empowered by

the research interview, and that the interview \À¡as

conducted in a gentle and supportive manner. She also

contacted me to pursue a support network with other

women like hersel-f who have gone through the healing
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process but would like to continue to meet in an

informal manner.

Susan

Susan is a 32 year ol-d woman who is married with
two daughters. She has two brothers and one sister, as

well as three step brothers and three step sisters.
She is the third born of her natural siblings, and is
the third youngest of the ten chil-dren.

Susan was born and raised in a town in rural
Manitoba, and she lived there until the age of ten. It
was then that her family moved to a farm that was

located approximately four miles from the nearest town.

Susan now resides in that town with her husband and

children.

Susanrs natural father died when she was seven

years of age. Shortly after, her mother remarried and

the fanily moved to the farm l-ocation previously

described, where they lived until her step-father

received a job opportunity in another coÍrmunity, at

whj-ch time they moved. Her parents are no\^¡ separated

and l-iving j-n another community. It was her step-

father that sexually abused Susan. Several years ago

she confronted her step-father, which led to the

separation of her parents.

Susan was first sexually abused at the age of l-l-
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and she was 19 years old when it ended. When asked

what ended the sexual abuse, she could only speculate

that because she had lost her will- to fight, she was no

longer appealing to her perpetrator. She had also

become very transient, moving around to severa1

locat,ions to attend school-, and was no longer

accessible.

Susan discl-osed to her mother as a young child.
Now, as an adul-t, Susan is aware that following her

disclosure her mother confronted her step-father, but

he denied the abuse saying that Susan was "making a

mountain out of a mole hil-I. rr Susan recognized that as

a child, her mother bel-ieved her disclosure, yet her

mother was al-so afraj-d of Susanrs step-father. Even

though her mother confronted her step-father, because

the sexual abuse continued and she was not protected,

she believed that no attempts were made to stop the

sexual abuse.

Susanrs mother joined the Evangelical Mennonite

Conference (E. M. C. ) when she married her first
husband, and both her step-father and mother were

Mennonite and belonged to the E. M. C. church. Her

step-father did not have strong ti-es to the church,

having had many conflicts with them whil-e he was a

member. He was eventually excommunicated from the E.
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M. C. church for reasons that Susan did not explain,

and he joined other churches and faiths, not being

fully committed to one particul-ar church. Her parents

now bel-ong to the Baptist church.

Susan has since withdrawn from the Mennonite

church as well. She considers herself only partially

Mennonite now because she is no longer affiliated with

the Mennonite church, yet still- considers it her

heritage. She chose to join her husbandts church when

they married and is now a member of the Baptist church.

She now resides in the town that was close to the farm

she grew up on.

Cindy

Cindy j-s a 24 year old singl-e woman. She has two

children, neither of whom are presently living with

her. She has one son who is toddler age, and one

daughter who she gave birth to when she was a young

adolescent. Cindy was impregnated by her father,
resulting in the birth of her daughter. Cindyrs father
raised this child as his daughter, and Cindy referred

to her as her sj-ster. This was a very painful issue to

talk about and she has blocked the birth experience

from her memory. Cindy has two brothers and one

sister, and she is the youngest of the four.

Cindy was born in a town in rural Manitoba and
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grew up in several towns throughout Manitoba. One of

the towns where the najority of her sexual abuse took

place was in a vi-llage setting with a population of

less than 300 people. She described the village as a

pJ-ace where tteveryone knew everyone and everything

about everybody.It The family moved from the village
when Cindy was nine, and as she remembers it, they

moved because tt. . .my mom took me away saying I was a

vindictive, manipulative, litt1e bitch and I was

driving her crazy and was heading her towards a nervous

breakdown cause lrd always run to my grandma, cause my

grandma lived right next door, . . . . rl

From there, the famity lived in several other

rural locations; sometimes in town and other times on a

farm. When asked what motivated her fanily to move

from one of the town locations, she said that she felt
that the pressure was becoming too stressful- for her

parents because they sensed that the community \Äras

talking about them. It is j-mportant to note that if

the community did know that the abuse was taking place,

they did not report it. on the other hand, Cindy's

parents may have been very paranoid, and moved to avoid

being caught.

Cindy lived throughout rural Manitoba until she

was 14 years of age at whi-ch time she moved to an urban
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setting and received treatment and support, for the

abuse she had endured. Her move to an urban setting
was the result of her discÌosing sexual abuse. This

was not her first disclosure.

Her first disclosure took place at the age of four

while living in a small village. She disclosed to her

maternal- grandmother. rr...I told my grandmother. My

grandmother told me not to let him because j-t was

bad....And being heavily Mennonite, you just don't say

those things (.i-ssues reÌated to sexual abuse ) . And I
had hernia surgery when I was three, and I distinctly
remember screaming, like not wanting to l-et the doctor

touch me, you know. So I guess I was giving off my own

messages, but nobody ever really picked them up....So
in my own way I was sayj-ng something without really
using words. tt

Cj-ndy was sexual-ly abused by both her mother and

her father. She was also abused by non-family members.

She is uncertain as to when the abuse started and

ended, and the memories are blurred, yet she feels that

her father sexualJ-y abused her from the age of two and

a half to 14 years old. Her mother began sexually

abusi-ng her when she was almost five years of age, and

it ended when Cindy was seven or eight years old. She

does not know why the abuse ended bv her mother. The
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abuse by her father ended when she disclosed at the age

of L4. The authorities became j-nvol-ved and Cindy \^/as

removed from her farnily. Cindyrs parents are now

divorced.

Cindyts mother was Mennonite, as was her maternal-

fanily, and although her father was Irish, he too was

Mennonite. They belonged to the Sommerfeld church, but

they no longer attend the Mennonite church. Cindy last
remembers attending church when she was five years o1d,

yet has very strong memories of her maternal

grandmother's Christj-an bel-ief s and of her teachings.

Cindy is uncertain as to why they left the church, yet

she suspects that her parentsr abusive practices were

not accepted and they needed to be more private.
Cindy was raised Mennonite, but does not consider

herself t,o be Mennonite any more. She respects what

her grandmother says, but she feels that her other

Mennonite rel-atives were condemning of her. She

defined being Mennonite as hypocritical, and feels that
being Mennonite is sometimes embarrassing.

When f arrived at Cindyts home to conduct the

interview, we real-ized that we knew each other. I gave

her the option to refrain from being interviewed, yet

she said she became more comfortabl-e once she reaLi-zed

that she would not be speaking to a complete stranger.
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Following the interview, Cindy and I spent some time

visiting and she shared a wealth of information

concerning her abuse, her fanily, and her therapeutic

process. Over the years, Cindy has expressed herself

through writing and she shared some of her poems as

well as some of her drawings. She also shared her

fanily photo album which enabled me to formulate a

clearer picture of her family.

Karen

Karen is a 33 year o1d woman who is married and

does not have any children. She is one of L1 children

with seven brothers and nine sisters. She i-s the third
youngest (the ninth) child, and six brothers and two

sisters are older than she.

Karen was born in a town in rural Manitoba and was

raised on a farm location close to that town. From the

time she compl-eted high schooL until- the age of 28, she

was rather transient, moving back and forth from her

home community, to various other cities and communities

to attend school. Vthen she left her community at aqe

28, she moved to an urban setting, knowing that her

original home coul-d not offer her enployment

opportunj-ties, and she was not comfortabl-e with the

community.

Karen was sexually abused by four of her older
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brothers. The oldest brother is ten years her senior,

and the youngest brother is five years her senior.

Overall, she was sexually abused from the age of six to

1-3. Two brothers abused her when she was younger, and

her two older brothers abused her when she was older.

She is unable to distinguish when each of the abusive

situations began and ended. She is uncertain as to

what ended the abuse, yet recall-s that she became more

resistant and less compliant.

Karen disclosed at the age of l-3 to a woman who

attended her church. She cl-early recal-ls disclosing

due to intense feelings of guilt. The person she

disclosed to did not act on the information she

received.

Karents mother died five years a9o, and her father
has si-nce left the farm. He now resides on a small

acreage cl-ose to their family farm. Both of Karen's

parents belonged to, and her father presently beJ-ongs

to, the Evangelical Mennonite Conference.

Karen's husband is non-Mennonite and she has left

the Mennonite church. From a therapeutic perspective,

she is focusing on gaining an understanding and

insj-ghtr âs well as resolving some of her feelings

toward what she termed as 'rthe unhealthy aspects of

being a Mennonite.tt She is very ashamed of the fact
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that she is Mennonite, yet in the finaL end, Karen

believes that she will always be Mennonite and will

eventual-Iy be comfortable with that. For now, she

describes hersel-f as a rrrecovering Mennonitett, fighting
for a voj-ce to speak with and be heard, and to be

recognized for her importance.

Jenni-f er

Jennifer is a 40 year old woman who is married,

and has two daughters and a son. She is the eldest of

four children. She has one brother who is four years

younger than herself, and two sisters who are t2 and L3

years younger than herself.
Jennifer was born and raised in rural Manitoba,

and for a brief time, she and her fanily resj-ded

outside of Manitoba. Her family was very transj-ent and

lived in six dj-fferent locations, and they always

resided in town settings. There is one particular town

in Manitoba that Jennifer considered home because it
was there that she completed high school and

established friendships. She graduated from high

school at the age of L7, moved to a different location
to contj-nue her schooling, and got marrj-ed. Jennifer

and her farnily now reside in an urban setting in
Manitoba in an area which she did not live in while

growing up.
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Jenniferts mother stiLl- resides in the town she

called home, and her father resided there as well until
the tj-me of his death six years ago. Her mother

remarried and is now separated.

Jennifer was sexually abused by her father and she

is in the process of regaining her memorj-es of sexual

abuse by a r^roman. She feels that she knows who that
woman is, but is not ready to definitely say who it
was. (During the interview, Jennifer did say who she

suspects the woman is, but at her request, I will not

reveal- the nature of the reLatj-onship).

The abuse by the woman began around the age of

three or four, although she is in the process of

regaining those memories. The sexual abuse by her

father began around the age of ten and she suspects

that it ended when she was approximately L2 or 13 years

old. She does not recalI what ended the abuse.

Jennifer disclosed for the first time as an adult.

She disclosed to her pastorrs wife; the pastor of the

Al-liance church she presently attends.

Jenniferrs paternaÌ grandparentts were Mennonite

Brethren and her maternal grandparentrs were

Sommerfeld. Her parents attended a General Conference

church, yet they never held church membership.

Jennifer believed that her parents were more liberal
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than her extended family, who she described as being

very conservative.

Jennifer is a member of the General Conference

church, although she no longer attends. She requested

a release years ago but was denied. She now attends

the A1li-ance church in her home tocation.

Jennifer expressed considerable anger towards the

Mennonite conmunity. When she was younger and

attending church, she was hurt by the people of the

Mennonite conmunity and viewed them as I'very

legalistic". She described them as a religious
community rather than a Christian community, and one

that is filled with hypocrj-sy. From her perspective,

their concern for rules, their ì-mage, and the way they

present to others is more important than for who God

really is and their concern for others.

Sarah

Sarah is a 38 year old woman who is dlvorced with
two sons. Sarah is the youngest of five children. She

has three older brothers, with the oldest being 1_2

years her senior, and she has one sister who is four
years her senior.

Sarah was born in a town in rural Manitoba. She

has lived in four different rural- l-ocations which couLd

be descríbed as either town or viJ-lage settings. She
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lj-ved in the first location until the age of two, the

next until the age of four, the next until the age of
twel-ve, and then in the final- town until adulthood, at

which time she moved to a larger, urban community. Her

parents also moved to the same urban community, and her

father died four years ago.

The sexual abuse that Sarah endured took place in
the vil-lage that they lived in when she was between the

ages of four and twel-ve. This is a very smal-l-

community with a population of approxirnately 200

people.

She was sexually abused by two brothers and a

cousin. Her memories date back to the age of six, yet

she believes that the abuse may have started at a

younger age. The abuse continued until- t,he age of L4,

at which time Sarah started to date her future husband.

Sarah disclosed to her mother when she was in
grade two. Her discl-osure was not bel-ieved nor acted

upon, and she remaj-ned sil-ent until- the age of thirty
at which time she disclosed to a close male friend.

Sarahrs mother, and all but one sibling, identify
as Mennonite and both her parent,s belonged to, and her

mother continues to belong to the Bergthaler church.

Sarah does not consider hersel-f Mennonite because she

has never been baptised Mennonite. To her, being
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Mennonite means hypocrisy, and she said that she has no

respect for the Mennonite church.

Mary

Mary is a 34 year old woman who is married and has

three sons. She i-s the f ifth chil-d out of seven

children. She has four brothers; three older and one

younger than she. The youngest brother is four years

younger than she, and her eldest brother is about seven

years her senior. She has two sisters, one older and

one youngert and the three are all seven years apart.

Mary was born in a town in rural Manitoba, and was

rai-sed on a farm ten miles from the nearest town. She

resided on the farm until the age of L9, leaving to get

away from her parents, part,icularly her father, and the

community. Mary moved to a larger urban community, and

her parents continue to reside on the fanily farm.

Mary was sexually abused by her father and one

brother. Her brother is approximately five years ol-der

than she, and he is the third born of the children.

The sexual abuse by her brother occurred from the age

of l-0 to LL, and the sexual abuse by her f ather

occurred when she was 14 years of age. The abuse by

her brother ended because Mary had started to

menstruate. She verbally expressed a fear of becoming

pregnant and became more resistant. The sexual abuse
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by her father occurred once when she was L4. He did

not physically touch her, yet he made sexual comments

to her about her body. She was in her bedroom changing

her cl-othes, he walked into her bedroom, cornered her
j-n her closet, and commented on her breasts and the

sexual development of her body. The sexual abuse was a

one time occurrence, and it was a traumatic experience

with lasting effects. The extreme physical abuse by

her father continued toward Mary and her other

siblings.
Mary discl-osed for the first time two and half

years prior to her participation in this research

study. She disclosed to her husband and she has been

involved in counselling since that time.

Both Mary and her parents belong to the

Evangelical Mennonite Conference, although they belong

to different churches. Even though Mary belongs to the

Evange1J-caL Mennonite Conference church, she does not

always feel, like a Mennonite. She identifies from a

cultural sense, but not always from a biblical or

theologj-ca1 sense, and believes that the Mennonite

church and community need to grow and become more open-

ninded.
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Chapter V

Results and Discussion

research questions. The fifth research question will-

be addressed in the following chapter. I have chosen

to discuss the fifth question in a separate chapter

because the question elicited responses that \^/ere

di-rect recoflrmendations to issues raised in this

research study. Rather than repeating the

reconmendations in two chapters, I have cornbined the

participantsr responses and the reconmendations into

one chapter.

Data Analysis

Following the audio taped j-nterview, each tape was

transcribed into written form. I then went through the

data as the responses corresponded to each of the

research questions, and examined each of the responses

to each of the research questions, examining

frequencies, and looking for trends, conmor¡.alitj-es and

differences between the interviews. As I analyzed the

data j-n each of the interviews, I found that there were

sj-milarities j-n the responses to each of the research

questions. Based on these sj-rnilarities, I identified
conmon themes that f saw emerge. I wiLl discuss these

This chapter will address four of the five
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themes as they correspond to each research question.

Do the victimst decisions to disclose have any

relatj-on to the attitude and approach of the Mennonite

church and family to sexual abuse by a relative?
All of the women fel-t that the attitude and

approach of the Mennonj-te church and family to sexual

abuse by a relative did not foster, encourage, or

support discl-osures. For most of the women, this
attitude affected their decision to disclose, or as

some of the women phrased it, to not discl-ose. Others

fel-t that although the beliefs of the church were non-

supportive to then and to a large extent those beliefs
contributed to their continued silence, it was not the

dominant reason that motivated then to disclose or not.

fhey all viewed the attitudes and beliefs of the

church to be the same as those presented in their home

by their family. Thereforer âs I describe the

responses, rather than differentiating between the

attitudes of the church and of the family, I will speak

of them as one.

Perception of Sexual- Abuse

All the women believed that the church was cl-ose-

ninded to the issue of sexual abuse. Mary presently

Research Ouestion I
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attends an Evangelical Mennonite Conference church and

based on her observations of the church community, she

believes that they are stil1 very close ninded to the

issue of sexual abuse. ttBut now, even in our church

there are people that are closed to it. They donrt

understand it because they dontt want to understand it.

They donrt want to talk about it, and so they just

ignore it and then they make comments that hurt people

who have been abused.'r Mary did not provide any

specific examples of the hurtful comments she

described.

Not only was the issue of sexual abuse not

discussed or mentioned, it was viewed as being covered

up. trPeople should know that people are hiding behind

this church and their bibles and everyone else who is
pretending to be the pillars of the community are not,

you knowrt (Ann) .

The participants also reported that sexual abuse

was portrayed by the Mennonite conmunity to be non-

existent. 'rThe church does not want to admit that

sexual abuse exists, but, would rather believe that it

is a problern that only exists in core area Winnipeg.rr

Karen continued by stating that she bel-j-eves that

avoidance of the whole issue is currently the defense

mechanism of t.he church. t'It is considered an
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unspeakable sin, yet you just donrt talk about it.rt
This belief elirnj-nated the option of disclosure.

The women did not believe that disclosing was an option

because if the church and community did not believe

that it was happening, then they did not think they

would ever be believed. They al-so questioned whether

their experience would be defined as sexual abuse

because they had been led Lo believe that it did not

occur in their cornmunity; therefore, what they were

experiencing was not sexual abuse.

There was also the perception that sexual abuse

was equated with a violent rape, and if anything less

viol-ent or overt occurred, such as the perpetrator

exposing hi-m/herself or staring at and commenting on a

childrs genitals, then it was not sexual- abuse. Maryrs

father wal-ked into her bedroom while she was changing

her clothes. She was partially clothed when he entered

her bedroom, cornered her in her closet, and made

sexual- comments with regard to her breasts and the

deveÌopment of her body. He did not physically touch

her. She was 1-4 years old at the time of this
incident. trThey perceive sex abuse as someone whots

been violently raped. As if you have to really do

something violent, you know. Something super, super

violent in order for it so be sex abuse. They dontt
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understand that a parent can viol-ate a chil-d just be

doing what my father did to me. And they donrt

understand how it can corrupt your mind, your thinking,

and how it can corrupt the parenting and your marriagie

relationship. "

This perception created considerable confusion

because most of the women knew what rape was yet they

did not know what sexual abuse was. The church and

famil-ies did not acknowledge the sexual abuse, and

because a girl was not being raped, then she perceived

the sexual abuse as not being wrong.

Gender Roles and the Perception of Women

The way the Mennonites viewed sex and the human

body profoundly affected many of the women and their

decision to disclose. The abuse affected their sexual

identity and their identity as a whole, and the

participants believed that their perceptions were

amplified by being raised in a Mennonite conrmunity.

Beth described how she perceived the role of women in

relation to men and sex. rrl mean basj-cal-l-y it was

always like sex was something vulgar and you just put

up with it. It was a mants thing and it wasntt

something that was, I mean just a realÌy bizarre way of

looking at the body,...f mean therers a separateness

between spirituaJ- l-ife and physical- body, and all that
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stuff I think profoundly affected ny identityr my

sexual- identity and then my whole experience with the

child abuse, and it just exacerbated it profoundly, to
have grown up in a Mennonite community and in a place

where women are separate from men, and women are

basically the workhorses....The level of Mennonj-te

women in the church and in the fanily, very much

affected how I survived and who frve become.rr

The rol-es are very stereotypical and rigid where

the parents modelled very traditional roles to their
children. Sarah described the gender roles that were

portrayed in her farnily. rrThere was nothing to deal

with sexual-ity. You know, I donrt even know if f ever

heard the word sex. You know, gJ-rls cook and clean and

do those kinds of thj-ngs and boys drive tractors and

trucks. Very stereotypical. But, I mean I never

transl-ated that into sexualj-ty.t'

Based on the experiences of the participants, the

Mennonite conmunity viewed all abuse as the

responsibility of the woman and not the perpetrator.

According to Karen, ttThey see women as being

responsible for whatever abuse they experienced. They

dress in some provocative way or their behaviour was

provocative, so the vromen are responsible for it so men

donrt have to take any responsibility for it.rl
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Karen shared an experience she had whil-e in

church. rrI had a v¡oman tell me that f was dressed

immorally. She had seen a man looking at my legs in
the church service, and I was causi-ng him problems, and

her own husband had hung hj-s head during the whole

church service cause he didntt want to Look at my legs.

I was responsible for their problems. That happened

three years ago. Like it's just this fall it al-l of a

sudden clicked into pÌacer my God, he made me

responsible for what their problem was.rl

Karen explained how she bel-ieves that the

Mennoni-te conmunity focuses the responsibility and

bl-ame on the vj-ctiin rather than recognizing that it is

a conmunity issue. ttltrs the victim who has a problem,

and I realIy think that whole attitude needs to be

changed in the sense it t s a f arnily probJ-em, and I think

itts also a conmunity problem.'r This attitude inplies

that sexual- abuse is an individualrs problem,

specifically the victimrs problem, and this rationale

is consistent with that described by Meiselman (1-978).

The Mennonite church functions in a patriarchal

manner, although t,he degree to which the patrj-archy

exists varies between churches and conferences. ttThe

Mennonite church is a very, very, very male dominated

society and I think women such as I are simply seen as
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angry, hysterical women and you dontt have to listen to

them. They have nothing to say. I think men, they

would never adrnit to this, but this is so damned

obvious I think, women are property. Women are things

that are just, shets my wife. She belongs to me.

She's thj-s quiet submj-ssj-ve person who sort of does

what I want. So i-n that sense a man has whatever

rights he wants to do with this \^roman that he owns and

he so choosesrt (Karen).

Based on the interviews, \^lomen and chíldren are

not viewed as equals within the Mennonite community,

and their voice and opinion are not val-ued and

respected the way a mants views are. According to
Karen, rrf think this thing about the angry, hysterical
woman is really going to sl-ow down this whole thing
about talking, bringing about sexual abuse out into the

open because first of all they don't have to listen to
a woman. A woman j-sntt supposed to speak up, and

secondly, if that woman is at alL angry, then she's

just emotionally hysterical at that tj-me. Shers not to
be listened to. And the family, I mean, to me it's
virtual-l-y the same thing.rt Beth added to this by

acknowledging, ". . . just how l-ittle respect we give

childrenrs voices...tr and there is a need to abolish

attitudes such as tt...children should be seen and not
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The imbalance of power amongi farnily members is
prevalent j-n famj-lj-es where sexual- abuse by a relative
occurs. In a f anily where sexual- abuse by a relatj-ve

occurs, merl generally hold a posj-tion of power and

dominance, leaving women and chil-dren in a less

powerful position (Thorman, 1983). Based on the

experiences of the participants, women and chil-dren are

perceived as bei-ng less powerful than men within the

Mennonite conmunity.

The existence of a patriarch and a patriarchal
system ín a fanily where sexual- abuse by a relative
occurs is consistent with the findings of researchers

such as Butler (1-985), Gil (1-988), Herman (1-981-), and

Thorman ( 1-983 ) . The patriarchal- system exists not only

in individual- families, but according to the

interviews, throughout a large portion of the Mennonite

community.

An unequal- dj-stribution of power among family

membersr âs well as a patrj-archal system, are both

commonly found in Mennonj-te f arnilies and communj-tj-es.

I would be concerned as to whether the power imbal-ance

and patriarchal" system that is reported by the

partj-cj-pants, increases the vul-nerability of women and

children in Mennonite famil-ies to sexual abuse bv a

Sexual Abuse/Disclosure
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family member. I would also be concerned about the

degree to which the victim feels powerless to disclose

and the extreme silence that results from theír
powerless feelings. The power of the patriarch and the

inability of the trsubmissive motherrr to protect her

daughter (Herman, 1981-) provide lj-ttle to no support to
create an envj-ronment safe enough for disclosure.

The denial of itrs existence, as well as the

belief that sexual abuse must be a vioLent act,
mj-nimizes all other experiences. This belief also

inhibits the victim from disclosing. The stereotypical
traditional roles, the lack of talk about sex and

sexuality, and the perception of \^romen by the Mennonite

church and family made it very difficult for women to
disclose that they were being sexually abused.

Paci-fism and Familv Viol-ence

Pacif ism and Being Passi-ve. The Mennonite belj-ef

system is based on Christianity and Mennonj-tes lead a

peaceful life style that is simple, conservative and

incorporates the philosophy of non-violence into all
aspects of their life. Mennonites do not typically
take part in the military or any type of nilitary
action, and some Mennonites choose to not take legal

action against one another. (Sharp, L973; Yoder,

1-983 ) . This belief is clearly not carried out in al-l-
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Mennonite homes and families of the women I
interviewed.

Beth shared how tt...husbands watched soldiers rape

their wives, and they said tWel-lr wê cantt do anything

because Irm a pacifist.ttt There is a difference

between bej-ng a pacifist and being passive, although

many of the women experienced pacifism in a way other

than the way Mennonites originally intended it to be.

For example, for the participants, the whole beLief of

being a pacifist was translated j-nto being passive and

submissive. By watching their mothers fulfil the role
of ttpassivert women in a male dominated home, the

daughters also learned to not challenge the male farnily

members, which were j-n many cases, their perpetrators.

As mentioned previously, rrsubmissive mothersrr were

unable to protect their daughters and children, nor

were they able to convey a message of safety and

support should a disclosure take place.

According to Herman (1-981-), women who have been

victims of sexual- abuse by a relative, and have not

received treatment, are l-ess like1y to protect their
daughters when they t,hemsel-ves are victims of sexual

abuse. Their inabil-ity to protect their daughters

stems from seeing themselves in thej-r children, and

identifying with their own feelings of powerlessness
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during the tine of their own sexual abuse rather than

on the immediate needs of their chil-dren. This raises

the concern that if Mennonite women are as powerless as

the participants described, and that they adhere to the

rules set by the patriarch in the home, the possibility
exists that many of them may also be silent victims who

have never discl-osed. In addition, if their child
discLoses sexual abuse by a rel-ative to them, those

mothers are less likely to take action and challenge

the perpetrator and protect the child (Herman, l-981-).

Other Forms of Viol-ence. Most of the women aLso

experienced forms of violence other than sexual abuse

within their home. Many of them endured emotional

abuse, extreme physj-cal abuse, ritual abuse, and lj-ved

in al-coholic homes. They experienced this chaos to the

extent that they did not discuss the violence because

to them, it was the norm.

Beth spoke of being aware of physical violence in
other homes, and she and her friends shared experiences

with one another. rrI rm thinking of Mennonite boarding

school, how liberating it was to be with other

Mennonite kids who talked about all the vi-olence in
their fanilies, and that it was really normal-. That we

felt normal being in a totally Mennonite commune - like
school, and realizing how much our stories were so
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This is very confusj-ng because if the community

believes in pacifj-sm and not harming one another, how

is family violence acceptable and justified? Does non-

viol-ent action only apply to mil-itary situations t or

sj-tuations in relation to a political or grander scale,

or has paci-fisrn ceased to be relevant, to present day

Mennonites? If the vio1ence is j-n fact justified to

the extent that it is viewed as the norm, I would be

concerned as to why sexual abuse would not be

acceptable to talk about as well. To be violent is
just as deviant as sexual- abuse, yet sexual abuse j-s

not dj-scl-osed nor tal-ked about, even amongst cl-ose

fri-ends.

Family Response to Disclosures

Several of the women disclosed to their fanily or

close friends, either in a direct manner where they

specifically said what was happening to them, or in an

indirect manner where they acted sad or in a way that
wouLd invite t,his person to probe about their change in
behaviour and attitude. Some of those disclosures were

made to their mothers.

Five of the participants that I interviewed

dj-sclosed as children or shortly after their first
incident. According to Russell, (1-986) the first
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disclosure often takes place shortly after the first
incident of sexual- abuse. Despite the fact that they

disclosed al-most at the onset of sexual abuse, there

\À¡as no action taken at the time to protect the

participants from further abuse. For many of the

part,icipants, thJ-s response to their discl-osure

reinforced their need to remain silent, some for as

long as the next 25 years.

Sarah described her experience with regard to her

first disclosure. I'There were all kinds of things you

talked about. There were all kinds of things you

didn't talk about. And I think that most of my

motherrs reaction to my disclosure to her was directly
related to a Mennonite, religious upbringing, that you

didntt talk about sex. You didntt talk about

sexuality. You didnrt mention the word breasts or

vagina or any of those things and God, I didntt even

know what a vagina was till I moved to _, and

somebody told me about it and I started to think that
was real-ly bizarre, you know.tt

Beth recal-ls disclosing to her mother as a young

child because she believed that her mother was

rrpowerfulrt and discl-osed based on 'r...the belief that
there was something she coul-d do about it (sexual

abuse) to make it stop. I' Beth perceived her mother as
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being powerful because she had been led to believe that

her mother had a direct line to God through her

prayers. rrI,ater I found out, you know, I looked at my

life and itts one of the ways that my mother really
control-led us. It was very positive and there, but it

r^ras also very destructive where all- her chil-dren have

moved out of their own voices.rt As adults rfov¡, Bethts

mother suggested that she tt.. . just get on with her life

because j-t (sexual abuse) had happened so long a9o, and

t,o just forget about it.rt It is irnportant to note that

as a child, Beth perceived her mother as being

powerful, yet there was no intervention and the sexual

abuse continued.

Mary recently confronted her perpetrator (her

father), who she described as a violent man. The day

after she confronted him, she called her mother to make

sure she was safe. Her mother responded to her

daughterrs dj-sclosure with, ttWel-l he didn't touch you.t'

Mary's father had entered her bedroom while she was

changing her clothes, and whiLe viewing her partially

clad body, he made sexual comments with regard to her

breasts and her physj-cal development. When Mary

discl-osed to her mother as to how traumatic this

experience \^ras, her mother mininized and dismissed the

seriousness of the event because Mary was not actually
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touched. This response angered Mary and reinforced

that the impact of sexual abuse is not understood, and

the fact that she was not physically touched minimized

the trauma that she experienced. Mary did not say what

her motherrs reaction was to the sexua.l- abuse she

endured by her brother, which involved sexual

j-ntercourse, or if her mother was aware of the sexual

abuse by Maryrs brother.

Prayer and Communication

The issue of rr...taking it to the Lord in prayerrl

(Beth) surfaced as a concern. The fal-lout of that
religious bel-ief has been sil-ence. You talk privately

to God about whatever is wrong in your Iife, but you do

not tal-k to others in your family. Some of the

partic.i-pants received a very clear message from their
parents to talk to God about thej-r problems, and to

keep it nice and neat and then no one el-se has to hear

about it.

Beth described her perception of prayer as being

quite rrpervertedrr in that everyone talks to God, yet no

one talks to each other. To talk to God was a way of

avoiding communication and confl-ict. Rather than

resolving issues between those invol-ved, they prayed

for miracles and for one another.

Beth said that when her fanily now prays for her,
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they are really tt...praying for me to get better so

that I stop talking. t' This not only sends the message

that the participant is wrong but that the farnily does

not want to be shamed or embarrassed.

Some participants received the message that their
parents had a rrdirect 1j-ne to Godil al-so sending the

message that their parents were |tcod-likett. This was

confusing for these particípants because they thought

that their parents had greater power than they really
did. Prayer was deemed to take the pJ-ace of dj-rect

communicatj-on, elininating the need for a discl-osure.

Based on the interviews, the participants feel-

that Mennonites place considerabLe energy on trbeingi

nicert, and where possj-ble, confl-ict is avoided. This

may create a strain on relationships because only
rrnicerr things are said to one another, making it
unacceptabfe to say things that are not perceived as

nice. The avoidance of conflict, lack of clear and

open communication, j-ssues being dealt with rr...very

quietly and efficiently through quick mediationr'l

(Karen) all seem to have contributed to continued

silence. This is consistent with the findings of

Thorman (L983) which states that in famil-ies where

intrafanilial sexual abuse occurs, they struggle with

clear communi-cation and resolution of conflict.



Forqiveness and Sin

The fol-Iowing statement depicts the degree to

which the participant perceived the sexual- abuse as her

responsibility, as well as how sj-nful she was. Here

Karen describes her first disclosure and how guilt was

her motivati-on to di-scl-ose. rrWell the f irst tirne it
was out of guilt, right? So I knew that I was wrong

and I knew that I cornmitting horribl-e, heinous sj-ns and

I had to get forgiveness. I think back and I think,
you know that the guJ-It I must have been experiencing

must have been overwhelming for me to have been willing

to talk about this knowing that it was a horrible and,

and I think in some way I feared that I would have to

publicly confess my sin, you know, but the guilt was so

overwhelming, I had to, you know. So I just, I canrt

live with this anymore, and I have to talk about it no

matter what the consequences are. Now, itts just sort

of, I had left the church by the time I disclosed and

my attitude was sirnply a matter of you can go ahead and

sit in the pews as long as you want, and continue

ignoring, continue denying itts happening withj-n the

community. f just, yoü know, go right ahead. I tm not,

you know, I cantt l-ive with that anymore. I know I was

sexually abused, and I can pretty well guarantee

therers a lot of other women in that community who were

Sexual Abuse/Disclosure
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sexually abused. It was just a matter of sel-f-

preservation. And I had left the communityr so in that
sense, Itd said my good-byes.rr It is i-mportant to note

that although this woman experienced this guilt and

dj-sclosed at the age of L3, the disclosure was not

acted upon and the sexual abuse continued. This

disclosure was made to a woman from the Mennonite

church she was attending at the tine.
Several women shared how they were taught to

forgive rather than feel angry or experience any other

emotion that they were experiencing. They feared

having to publicly confess a sin that they were not

responsible for, thus choosing silence.

Summary of Responses

The environment created by the attitude and

approach to sexual abuse by the Mennonite church and

the participantst famJ-lies, as described by the

participants, did not lend itself to a disclosure.

When disclosures were made, they vrere made out of fear

and guilt, feeling that they were responsible for the

abuse, and this belief was reinforced when their

disclosure was not acted upon.

Some of the women believe that there has been some

growth in the community, yet they bel-ieve that there is

stil-l- considerable growth that needs to take place
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before the environment is one that does not force the

victim to remain sil-ent. According to others, some

communities still do not understand the issue of sexual-

abuse by a family member, nor are they willing to learn

about the matter.

Does isolation, as described in the lj-terature
review, have any relation to the victims' decisions to

discl-ose?

The women were unabl-e to directly answer this
question from the perspective of isolation as it
relates to their rural- location. Because they had only

lived in rural settings, and had no other experience to

compare it to, they were unable to say whether their
experience in a rural Location was more isolating than

in an urban setting. Through their recoilLmendations

though, they did address issues that were specific to
their rural setting as well as their Mennonite

communj-ty.

The women were able to directly answer this
question from the perspectj-ve of isolation as it
relates to their feelings from within themselves and

their fanilies. All the women were able to describe

how the experience of sexual- abuse made them feel

Research Ouestion II



isolated.
Fanily

Farnily Inage. The fanilies presented themsel-ves

as rrperfectrt to outsiders so that others would not

suspect that the abuse h/as taking place. For some,

their farnilies were rr. . .more concerned with their
reputation than anything else. Itts more like what are

people goj-ng to think of me than how do you feelrr

(Cindy). Some famil-ies turned a blind eye to the abuse

wanting the family and it's reputation and image to be

perfect and unscarred in any way. As a result of this
desire and need for perfection, the abuse was denied.

The need for a perfect image is supported by both

But1er (1-985) and Herman (1-9Bl-), and the flawless image

is necessary in order to conceal- the sexual- abuse.

Several women spoke of how they were taught that
Mennonites are superior, and because of t,hat superior

belief, these ttromen knew that to adnit the abuse to

themselves and others, would mean they were less than

perfect. Based on the interviews, the presentation of

a perfect fanily and the belief of superi-ori-ty are

conrmon among Mennonites, making identification of

sexual abuse and disclosure very difficul-t.
Karen described her perception of the expectation

of perfection and superi-ority. rt...and another thing

Sexual- Abuse/Disclosure
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that comes in there is that Mennonites see themsel-ves

as one hell of a lot better than any other conmunity,

and in my own community, the E. M. C. church is better
than any other Mennonite church. And, my family saw

our famiJ-y as being a lot better than any other farnily.

And a sort of implication is we are so good. lVerre

such wonderful peopler you know, you cantt sort of

conceive of any sexual abuse having been in that
community because rwetre different. t rWerre

better. r...supposedly the Mennonite church doesn't

practice shunning any more. Itts not part of the

theologyr ês in written theol-ogy, but itrs practised.

Therets several in my farnily that can talk about how

they were shunned and thatrs whatts happening to me now

too. My family is just ignoring me and will not talk
to me, you know. And I think it is, part of it is just

theytre so terrified of whatrs coming out and itrs a

big defense mechanism to keep themselves from having to

deal with any probl-ems in their own lives, whether they

themsel-ves were sexually abused or whatever. I dontt

know, my God, tMaybe if I ignore it, maybe itrl-l go

away. Maybe sherll be quiet. Shetl-l shut up.' You

know, I think thatts what theytre hoping will happen.tt

Several women spoke of being shunned and condemned

by the church and community for not living up to the
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the Mennonite community as rtrottenrr or rrbfacktr.

Jennifer shared how, for her, the sexual abuse

manifested itself in the form of acting out behaviour

and the use of aLcohol. She drank alcohol, which was

unacceptable j-n her community, and she acted in a

rebellious manner, defying the authorities in her

community. As a result, she was perceived by the

community as rra problem, rather than a person with a

problem.tr The community did not see her behaviour as

indicative of other issues and i-nstead focused on her

defiant behavíour. This type of treatment was

isolating and defj-nitely inhibited disclosures.

Family Barriers. The women spoke of isolation
from the perspective of the barriers that the farnily

created j-n terms of outsj-ders entering their home, and

the development of social- circles within the family.

Some of the v/omen shared memories of not onJ-y having

the guests restricted by their perpetrator, but they

themselves also shut out guests to protect the secret

of the sexual abuse and dysfunction.
trYou try to reach and just grab onto something

that will make you feel alive but it was always just

out of your reach. And j-f anybody even tried to come

in they were shut out. You woul-d shut, them out
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yourself. But they were also shut out by, they were

discouraged from coming into our home. We werenrt

allowed friends home. It was very seldom and visitors
were discouraged to the utmost except for these fanily
members who visj-ted for awhile. There was one girlrs
mom who tried to visit, you know, when I think of it
now in that way, but my dad kept kicking her out. She

\Äras a loud mouth. She was a big threat. At that time

I didnrt think of it, but f guess maybe she was one

person who if she could have got in she could have

helpedtt (Ann).

This description supports Mrazek and Kempe's

(l-981-) findings that rigid boundaries are very

characteristic in a family where sexuaL abuse occurs.

This is a characteristic that would be identified i-n a

family residi-ng in a rural or urban settJ-ng. The rigid
boundaries may be of greater concern in a rural- setting
because of the limited outside contact that a child or

family may have if they resj-de in an isolated setting
such as a farm. Here, it may be possible to create

such strong boundaries, that it is easy for outsiders

to ignore or forget the existence of the family. Rigid

boundaries are of concern in an urban setting as welI,
where fanil-ies can blend into their community and

become invisible. Regardless of the individual
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circumstances, it is important to acknowledge that the

isolation that i-s created due to the formation of rigid
boundaries, particularly when that family resides in a

rural location, can be devastating. This isolation may

further inhibit the victim from exposure to the l_inited

resources and support systems that exist in the rural
communities; fostering continued silence.

Sexual abuse is more commonly found in large

familj-es (Cavallin, L966; Lukianowicz, L972; Maisch,

L972; Tormes, L968; as cited in Herman, l_98L). The

total- number of children in each of the participantst
fanilies, including the participant, were: Cindy,

four; Jennifer, four; Sarah, five; Mary, seven; Ann,

seven; Susan, 10; Karen, LL; and Beth, L4. These

totals include siblings who are deceased as well as

step brothers and step sisters.
Several- participants came from extremely large

families where they forrned thej-r own social circl-es

within their fanily, eliminating the need for
involvement with outsiders and further isolating the

fanily. The entire family may also be isolated
themselves, forming their own socj-al circl_e and

community within the home. As Thorman (L983)

described, family rnernbers depend on other farnily

members to meet their needs, and do not allow input
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from the external environment and social network.

". . .my farnily was so j-solated from the rest of the

community, and still is j-n the sense that we never had

anything to do with anybody in the communj_ty, and we

were a big family, so we had social groups within the

familyt' (Karen).

Their roles were al-so b]urred and the ol_der

siblings often parented the younger siblings
restricting them from deveÌoping friendshi_ps and

further isolating then. This is also consistent with
Thormanrs (l-983) research.

Susan explained that they did have guests in the

home because visiting one another was very common in
their community, yet the fanily presented as very

perfect to the guests. ttOh, wel_I I mean, never, I mean

we had people in the home but it was all wonderful,

PTA, there was never any problems, never, never. il In

order to preserve the secret and maintain the expected

perfect image, the existence of sexual abuse was denied

even more.

Feelings and Experiences

Powerl-ess and Trapped. Most of the women

described their experj-ence of isolation as feeling
powerless and trapped with no options and no where to
go. As Susan explained, rtlrm j-n this family, and dad
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can do what he wants to do. I cantt do anythirg, I am

absolutely powerless. And I, where would I go? No

where. I didnrt know where I would go. So, just
basically, totally no power.It

Eventually the feelings of being trapped and

isol-ated became overwheLming, and in order to deal with
those overwhelming feelings, iL meant having to fj-rst
acknowledge and adnit to oneself that the sexual abuse

did in fact. occur. Jennifer explained how j-t was

necessary for her to acknowledge the sexual abuse to
herself in order to acknowledge it to anyone else.
rrWell I knew that I was beginning to fight it, inside,
the isolation and feeting trapped, and I knew that in
order for myself to fight against that feeling I was

going to have to adrnit fj-rst of al-l to rnyself and then

secondly to someone el-se that the abuse had occurred.rt

If they were feeling trapped and isolated and felt
that there was no where to gg, the lack of resources

and available support systems could have possibJ-y

contributed to more intense feelings of being trapped,

reinforcing the reality that there realÌy was no place

to go. When asked where they woul-d have turned to,
none of the \Ä/omen were abl-e t,o identify a resource or

support in their community.

Al-one and Lonel-y. All of the women described
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feeling lonely and very alone, and for some, this
extreme isolation motivated them to disclose. Jenni-fer

described her experiences of loneliness. rr...I do know

that I have always felt very lonely, which I stil-l-

struggle with. Itrs just an emptiness; as if Irm

separated. f rm different from everybody else because

of what happened. "

Sarah shared, ,r...yourre not supposed to tell
anybody that (sexual abuse). Because I think my nature

is very open, that there was something happening to me

that I couldnrt tel-l- anybody about j-t, and sometimes I
fel-t like I was the only person in the whole world,

that no one else existed.r' She eventual-ly disclosed

for the first tíme at the age of 30 and was motivated

to disclose because she saw a movie on television about

sexual abuse, and real-ized for the first time in her

life, that she was not alone. The movie rt...told me I
donrt have to be alone....I was 30 years ol-d and I had

felt al-one forever. I just didnrt want to be alone

an|mOre. rl

Many of the women felt alone because they reached

a point where they could no J-onger communicate with

others, and had lost sight of what a healthy

rel-atj-onship was. rr...I realized that f couldntt

relate to other people at all. I just couldnrt
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communicate. I had no notion of what it was like to
have a friendship or rel-ationship. And I was realizing
that the abuse was a defj-nite part of it, and so I
think I realized that dealing with the abuse was the

only way that I sort of worked things out in many other

areas of ny liferr (Karen).

Not only did the sexual abuse create feelings of
l-onelj-ness and isolation, but the lack of support by

some of their parents exacerbated those feelings.
ItJust if I would have felt I coul-d have talked to
someone, if I, because my fainily was not a family. My

parents were not parents that \Àrere there for me

emotj-onaIIy, neither my mother nor my father, so

because of that, that was one of the reasons that I
feLt I couldn't tel-l, because they had never been there

for me in that respecttt (Jennifer).

Thorman (l-983) suggested that the parents in a

fanily where sexual abuse by a relative exists often
lack a strong coalition. Jenniferts experience with
her parentts rnay indicate the l-ack of a strong

coalition.

Mary isolated herself further because there was

physical violence in her home and she knew her mother

was not capable of protecting her. As a child, she

considered disclosing to her mother yet she was
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uncertain as to whether her mother would believe her.

Even if she did believe her, she questioned what her

mother would have done since her father (also her

perpetrator) was also physically abusing her mother.

Escaping. In order to deal wit,h the extreme

l-oneliness as well as trying to cope with l_ife, some of
the women escaped into a fantasy world. il...I just
went into a different reality. I mean I think I just
lived in a different reality most of my l-ife as a
chitd. So the worl-d of fantasy and the world of being

other places than in ny physical body in our litt1e
house, was where I spent the bulk of my time.

Daydreami-ng and travel-ling to distant landsil (Beth).

Other women were able to separate themselves,

leaving behind the part of them that was being hurt.
I'I guess that I made that a whol-e different person. I
mean I dj-dnrt feel isolated from everybody else because

I just left that part of me behind at home when I went

with other people'r (Susan). The degree to which some

of the women were abl-e to separate like this varied.
Some women spoke of thj-s in a casual manner, whj_le

others separated in a more definj_te manner where they

developed nultiple personalities in order to cope wj_th

their abuse.



Protection of Others

There was one aspect of isolation that I had not

discussed in the review of l-iterature. This is a new

perspective on the issue of isolation that was raised

in an interview. Beth shared how she had become aware

of how she isolates herself further by selecting who

and how much of her experience she will- share based on

whether she thinks the other person can cope with
hearing the information.

rrf think itts, well I'm j-n a group right now and

It I just think itts just, it,s such a neat dynamic

thatrs going on with the women who are tal-king and the

theme is rJust Found Isolationt, even though werve all
already disclosed to many people, but the theme, just

the theme that keeps playing is the isolation. And

that, like our friends can't handle the j-ntensity and

'Oh, God, we've already burdened them with al-I this
stuffrr and you know, I mean that now wetre just so

careful, like we select, you know, twell I al-ready told
her last week so this week, I I 11 take a break. I The

theme of isolating yourself because you dontt want to
burden other people with al-l- the stuff . So. I mean,

it's just so stri-king. The theme of isolating
oursel-ves to protect others from the pain. Yes, very

much. Fanily members and friends and even protecting

Sexual Abuse/Disclosure
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the professionals from knowing how bad it reall-y is"
(Beth).

Thi-s perspective j-s al-so refl-ective of how women

will sacrifice their own wellness for the wellness of

others, and act as caregivers j-n a different capacity.

It also reinforces how they place their needs second to

others; a traditional expectatj-on of women and mothers.

Beth continued on by saying, tr...and I mean of

course, thatts part of having separated ourselves so

much from our pain. You know, that in a sense it is a

natural part of it, if you look at j-t that way, but it,
it just, itrs really striking to me when I sit in that
group and I just feel the power of how alone wetve

been.rr Once again, stressing the extreme loneliness

and realizing the degree to which she lived j-n

seclusion.

Rural Setting

Although the l-evel of awareness is increasing, and

the resources are more readily available i-n larger
urban settings, it is still viewed as much more

dj-fficult to break from the isol-atj-on when tiving in a

rural setting. Not only are the resources, support

systems, and access to counselJ-ing more limited, and in
some areas non-existent, the victim ri-sks everybody

knowing about their sj-tuati-on and rather than relying
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on support from those who know of their pain, they fear
ridicule, condemnation, and being the focus of gossip.

Ann explained how she experienced trying to break

out of the isolation of living in an abusive home in a

rural setting. t'!Vell, it's happening a lot - the

awareness - places to go and that but in rural areas

itts so much harder and of course the thing of

everybody knowj-ng. Even if someone finally gets the

courage up to go to someone, well the whole town j-s

going to know. But if I can't handle this (counselling

and support) I have to go back (to an abusive home).

Then therers no turning back. Like you donrt have a

safety val-ve. You have to have a safety valve that you

know J-f you go there (i.e. counselling, shelter, safe

house), that no one else is going to know because you

have to someti-mes go four, five, six times, whatever it
takes before you can leave a situation yourre in. If
thatrs the case of depending on where it is if you know

you have to go and therers no turning back, youtre not

going to go.It There were no support systems for her

and she remai-ned isol-ated in an abusive home for manv

years.

Mennonite Communitv

It was felt by some

Mennonites view and deal

that because of the way the

with sexual- abuse, there is
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little hope of the Mennonite conmunity making the

necessary changes in their beliefs and attitudes. Beth

described this as rrdespairing and tragicrt. The beliefs
and attitudes by the Mennonites as described in
response to Research Question T, create a feeling of
isolation in that the victim questions whether she will
be believed, is certain she wil-l not receive support,

and fears being re-victj-mized by the community. Re-

victimization woul-d occur in the sense that if they are

believed, they risk the situation being resolved

through rtquick mediation and forgivenessrr rather than a

therapeutic healing process. Or, as described by one

woman, they rj-sk not being belíeved or being expected

to apologize to their perpetrator for rnaking such an

accusation.

Susan shared a lengthy story of how her father
pursued a \,qoman sexually and when this woman sought

help from her minister, she was made to apologize to
her pursuant for making the accusation. This

participant still wonders if the minister had deal-t

with the issue by probing into the situation with her

father, maybe he would have been abl-e to recognize that
her father was exceeding boundaries in other areas,

such as the sexual and physical- abuse that the children
were enduring. Susan felt that this could have been an
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opportunity for someone outside the farnily to
intervene, yet due to the approach and bel-iefs of the

minister, the deeper j-ssues and truth were never

reveal-ed, and another innocent person v¡as re-
vi-ctirnized.

Summary of Responses

All the women felt isolated in one form or

another. They \^¡ere isolated within their homes and

families, and they were isolated within themsel-ves.

They \^/ere also isolated behind the mask of perfection

they were expected to wear when they presented to the

community. They were further isolated by not knowing

where to turn to and not being able to reach out for
support. They feared rejection or public humiliation
and chose the isolating pain of silence rather than

disclosure.

Do the victimst decisions to disclose thei-r sexual

abuse by a relative have any relation to their
knowledge of other victims of sexual abuse by a

relative j-n the community?

Not Aware of Other Sexual Abuse Vi-ctims

Almost all of the women said they were not aware

of, and had never heard of anyone else who had been

Research Ouestion III
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sexually abused. This lack of knowl-edge further
isolated them and encouraged them to maintain their
silence. Many of them said that had they known of
othersr or had the chance to meet or speak with others

who had experienced sexual abuse, they may have

disclosed sooner. Once they became aware of others,
which for many, Ì¡¿ras only after they vrere adults and had

l-eft their home community, were they able to
acknowledge their victimization to themselves. That

was the first step toward their disclosure.
rrVtell, I guess itts very interesting because I

only began to acknowledge to myself and then, many

years later, to others, you know, to begin to disclose
after I heard a number of women talk about thei_r

experiences. So, their disclosures then gave me, sort
of courage, I guess and permission to talk. So it was

only after I'd heard quite a number of people talk
about their experience that f even, like to acknowledge

to myself r' (Beth).

Sarah concluded that , ,, . .. the reason that thj_s was

probably happening to me was because I was rea11y bad.

Cause thj-s would never happen to anyone who was nice,
and al-l- my f riends were really nice. tt

This perception is logical in that family image is
highly valued in the Mennonite conmunity and everyone
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presented as being nice. This woman did not ever

suspect that others who presented as nice could have

also been a victim of sexual abuse. Instead, she

turned j-t inward, labelled herself as bad, and

perceJ-ved the abuse as her responsibility.
Aware of Other Victims Outside the Community

Susan had read a story in the newspaper about

sexual abuse in a family, yet she remembers that it was

very rare for the media to report such a story. She

said it was so rare that she remembers reading the

story by rrstumbling onto itr'. She never equated her

experience with those in the newspaper story though.

"Well you heard about it, you know, but it was always

sort of put in the context of 'Oh, those are

alcoholicsr something very abnormal about this farnily.
So j-t was never, I never even equated my experience

with those because we were a church going, supposedly

Christian familyr you know, so I never even reali_zed,

'H"y, maybe what ltm goi-ng through is the sane thing
that that person in the nevrspaper went throughr'
because the suggestion always was somehow put with it
that this was because of the circumstances they l_ived

in. So I never felt any connection with anybody else

as far as it happening to them. t'

The responses to the story by those around Susan
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encouraged her to maintain her silence. ilThere was

never, rlsntt that terrible. I wonder whatts being

done? That poor girl.t There was never any of that.
It was always the suggestion that maybe she was to
blame or maybe she was making it up. If any comment

was made at all- it was never, no one ever giave me an

indication that 'Ahhh, isnrt that terrible that thatrs
happenj-ng.r It was either something that maybe she

deserved orrWel-l she lives in that kind of home, what

can you expect?t Sort of that kind of an attitude.tt
Responses such as these sent the message that 'r...it
doesn't pay to talk about thisrr (Susan).

Jennj-fer remembered reading books and wishi_ng that
she coul-d talk to someone else who had the same

experience as her. rrl guess six or seven years agio it,
was coming out but not nearly what it is today. So I
did feel very alone in rny feelings and although there

were books written, l-ike I was saying, we were reading

a lot of books about, it, although there were books

written, there was still no people that I knew and I
felt, one of the feelings that I remember feeling a lot
was I wish that there was somebody j-n this world that I
could tal-k to that had experienced the same kind of
feelings that I was experiencing nowr...tt Her

experience stresses that books and resources were not
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enough. She needed the actual contact with others who

had endured sexual- abuse.

Aware of Other Victims Within their Communitv

Only two women, Cindy and Mary, were aware of
someone else in their community who experienced sexual

abuse. The responses of others to these girls and to
the issue of sexual- abuse j-mpacted on Cindy and Mary to
the extent that they were determined to not disclose

and risk being subjected to the ridicule that the other
girls experienced. Those in the community judged,

teased, and gossiped about them, and they did not offer
support in any way.

Cindy became aware of the abuse through rumours in
town. rrlrm not saying anything, look at how theytre
getting teased. But I never did any of the teasing.

It was just more or less lj-ke, Itd cringe because ltd
know in the back of my mind that, like. I donrt know,

you get this sick feeling J-ike, I get this sick feeling
in ny stomach and itts like the whole worl-d woul-d just

spin. What if t,hey find out? What if they find out?

Theytre all going to laugh at me. Theyrre a1l- goj-ng to
point fi-ngers, and stuff l-ike thatr so it had an

af f ect. tt

Mary becanne aware of others through a dj-sclosure

made by the girl herself. This girl perceived it as
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It just fooling aroundrt rather than sexual abuse. rr...it

was just foolj-ng around, you know. Stuff l-ike that
carl, can come back to haunt yoü, but I wouldntt. yeah,

I know, thatts from one. From some other girls there

was some cousins of, of like the gj-rI it happened to
and since then it has. In fact the one brother has

done time. Yeah. Yeah, that vras a real shmoz.rt

Mary continued by saying, trYou know, and, and

people, people are so quick to judge. How coul-d they,

you know, how could they take it to the poJ-ice and how

coul-d they take it to the judge, yoü know, and I think
thatrs crap. Why not? Why not pay for, you know, pay

for the crime that has been done? Cause I know exactly
when this was in court it was a cousin who this had

happened to, and they, she just couldntt believe, she

just coul-dnrt imagine why they would do something just

drag it all out from the past and, and drag it through

the courts. At, that time, of course, I couldntt say

anythi-ng. I donrt know if I would even today, again

maybe because of closed ears, yoü know, itts just.tr

Summary of Responses

The najority of women \Ärere not aware of anyone

else in thej-r community who had experienced sexual

abuse. This in itself is disconcerting because it
stresses the point that there were others in the
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community who were also vj-ctims of sexual abuse, yet

managed to maintain their secret in a setting that the

participants of this study described as one in which
rreverybody knows everybodyts businesstt. This must have

taken incredible strength on the part of the victim,
the perpetrator, and anyone else living within the

abusive system to preserve and maintain the secret.

Those that had heard about women or girls who had

experienced sexual- abuse did so only through the media.

They felt that hearing of the sexuaL abuse through the

nedia was only a chance discovery, and it was not the

norm to report on sexual_ abuse.

All of the women fel-t that if they had only known

of someone else, they may not have fel-t so isolated and

different, and maybe they would have felt less ucrazytt,

had more faith in their own perceptions of what they

were experiencing, been able to adrnit the sexual- abuse

to themselves, and felt empowered enough to disclose to
someone. On the other hand, they al-so fel-t that the

isolation \^/as so intense that they may not have been

open to hearj-ng the experiences of others, and for
some, their allegiance to thej-r farnily (and

perpetrator) was too strong to infil-trate. They also

said that they felt very hopeless j-n that there was

l-ittle that could have penetrated their wal-l- of



isolation.

Do the victimsr decisions to disclose their sexual

abuse by a rel-ative have any relatj_on to their level of
involvement with people or conmunities from outside

their own?

None of the women received any information about

sexual abuse whil-e growing up and living in their home

community. They first received the information either
when they became involved with people who did not live
in their communj-ty, which for most of the women, also

meant non-Mennonites ¡ ot when they moved out of their
community.

Outside Contact Affected Decisi-on to Disclose

For most of the women, contact with people from

outside their community did affect their decision to
disclose. For example, Ann had friends who did not

live in the same community as she, they had been

j-nvolved in schooling and varj-ous activities outside

their own conmunity and, as she phrased it, had been

Itexposedrr to considerably more than she had been.

Although these friends were from the same area as Ann,

she felt that they had been exposed to more information
and experiences, increasing their awareness and

Research Ouestion TV
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decreasing their isol-ation. She felt that her friend
was able to provide the support and awareness that she

needed. rr...but she was so much more aware of things
going on because she wasnrt isolated like I was and she

was going to university, she did a lot to help me

become more aware of what was going on out there and

things that were happening and even so, she had a good

feeling of what was going on for me, but she didnrt
know for sure. tt

These friends now l-ive in and attend the church in
Annts home community. Annrs friend and her friendts
husband are trying to create an awareness of the issue,

yet her friendrs husband is not receiving any support

from the Mennonite church. Ann explained how rr...hets

trying to make a difference in the church. Hers one of
those guys who is trying but he has been l-ooked down

onr you know, hets been ostracj-zed, hets been

everythJ-ng, because his modern thinking is too modern

f or the church. rr

Another woman, Susan, described how hearing about

sexual abuse and the experiences of others allowed her

to not feel so alone and motivated her to discl_ose, yet

the information she received came from outside her

cornmunity. rrl guess in the sense that I started
hearJ-ng about all these other kids and just recej-ving
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j-nformation. The j-nformation that I got never cane

from my own community.tr This response supports the

need that participants had to seek information outside

their home community because it was not readily
available or accessible to them.

Karen described how her decision to discl-ose was

affected by her j-nvolvement with people from out,side

her community, in this case, her therapist. rrlVell- yes.

My involvement with my therapist. And I did feel safe

with her. I did come to the point where, in spite of
how shameful and how much responsibility I took for
what happened, I stil-l was wÍl-ling to tal-k about it and

bring it out into the open.'r I woul-d like to note that
her therapist is a non-Mennonite from a larger urban

setting.

Jennifer stated, "I first received j-nformation

about sexual abuse through our church li-brary. I began

readj-ng books even before I went to Sandra.rr (Sandra

is her therapist). It is important to note that
Jenni-fer is referring to a non-Mennonite church, and

she received this information when she was about 33

years old. She continued by saying, ttÎhe fact that I
wasnrt attending a Mennonite church and the fact that I
felt safe i^iithin the church that I was within and the

fact that Sandra, although she is Mennonite herseJ-f,
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but f say I did feel a l-ot safer because f donrt

believe that if I wou]d have been within the Mennonite

church I woul-dntt have felt that I wouLd have been

loved through it and believed and cared for, I wouldntt

have disclosed. It took me a long tinre to build up the

kind of trust that I did with her just on a friendship
level and just to, like trusting is one of the problems

that I do have and to trust her enough to teLl- her at
first it took a long time. And we had been friends for
many years before that and if she would have been in,
or I shoul-dnr t say that, it wouldnr t have made a

difference I suppose if she would have been within a

different church, but because I had been accepted

within the church too, that made it a lot easier.tt

Sarah stated that outside involvement and

information definitety affected her decision to

discl-ose. She was 30 years ol-d when she first recej-ved

information on sexual abuse. rrOh absolutely. Itts
just more tal-ked about here. Therers a Iot more

a\Á¡areness here and there t s so many resources here.

There are sections in librarj-es on sexuality. Itrs not

hidden because there are a lot of things that are

pretty open and even as I was growing up, and after I
moved here, I f ound out a l-ot of things I dont t think
necessarj-Iy they had anything to do about sexuality or
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a lot of things that had to do with sex, and I don't
necessarj-ly believe that it was because I was getting
older. I certainly believe that that was a part of it,
but girls that I met when I first moved here knew about

penises and vaginas and periods and breasts and how

babies are born. They knew all those things and theytd
known about them for years...No one was open and there

wasntt any information. I hope that thatts changed to
some degree with more women coming back - J-eaving the

community and then going back to the community as care

givers or educators. HopefulJ-y they dontt carry on

traditions. rl

Sexual Abuse and Awareness in Society

Fortune and Hormann (l_980) raised the concern

several years â9o, saying that resources were limited
in the rural communities, stifling the level of
awareness. .A.lthough some of the participants have not

resided in their home community for several years, they

recognize that some changes are being irnplemented and

that there is an attempt being made to increase

awareness. They are also aware that not al_l_

communities are receptive to the availability and

dj-stribution of information, and since many members of
their home community do not believe that sexual- abuse

exj-sts within their community, they do not believe that



it is necessarv either.
The participants ranged from 24 to 43 years of

age. fn all- fairness, 25 to 30 years ago there v/as

little to no information available on sexual abuse

anywhere. The lack of informatj-on was not only due to
a resistance to the need for awareness and the rural-

setting being more isolated and remote than the urban

setting. The issue was much more broad; society as a
whole was not as aware of the issue. Society is now

more a\^rare, and the rural community and the Mennonites

are a part of that J-arger society.

Summary of Responses

Many participants spoke of perceiving sexual- abuse

as normal- and acceptable. From a Mennonite

perspective, they had been taught not to challenge

authority figures or their elders, vrere expected to be

rrnicetr, to be trgoodtt, and to remain sil-ent. In many

ways, this is a form of re-victimization where the

victin is expected to be a compliant, participant with
no avail-ab1e supports. If j-nformation were avaj-lable,

at least they may be abl-e to recognj-ze how unacceptabl-e

sexual- abuse is. If all individuals, particularly
chj-ldren and women, were shown respect and given

permission to speak their nind and express themselves

rather than being expected to be invisible and silent,

Sexual Abuse/Discl-osure
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they may be empovrered enough

challenge their perpetrators

part of.

All the women felt a need to know of others who

had been victims of sexual abuse. They also felt a

need to speak with others to verify and valj_date their
feelings and experiences. They felt that this
knowledge and contact may have enabled them to disclose

sooner.
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to disclose and possibly

or the system they are a
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Chapter VI

Recommendations/Research Question V

Vfhat aspects/resources rnight be put in place to
help the victirns disclose?

I have chosen to devote an entire chapter to this
research question and frame it in the form of
reconrmendatj-ons. I have incorporated both the

participantsr recommendations and my reconmendations

into this chapter, indicating the source of the

reconmendation. Many of these reconmendations address

the basic philosophy of the Mennonites and speak to
issues that are inherent to the Mennonites. My intent
is to address the concerns and recommendations

expressed by the participants with the hope and goal of
providing ideas for change that wil-l- in turn, provj_de

support to the communj-ty and those that are silently
hurting.

Education

The participants bel-j-eve that it is important to
educate not only chil-dren and those who have

experienced sexual abuse, but it is al_so important to
educate al-l- members of the community. When a

disclosure is made, they bel-ieve it is important that
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the receivers of t,hat information understand what they

are hearing, have some grasp of the issue, and know

what to do with the j-nformatj-on they are hearing. They

believe it is also important to create an an¡¡areness in
all mernbers of the community because most disclosures

are not presented in a direct manner, but rather in an

implj-cit, covert manner in which the listener or

observer may need to be aware of signs, symptoms, and

indicators in order to j-dentify the issue.

Schools

Those participants who left their rural community

fairly recently did not receive any family life
education, had not received any information on sex and

sexualj-ty, and felt very naive about issues that they

desperately needed informati-on on. They believed that
their naivety and lack of awareness regarding issues

rel-ated to sexual- abuse inhibited then from disclosing

or seeking support while living in their home community

as children.

The participants clearly stated that they believe

there is a need to educate the children and our future

generations on the issue of family l-ife education, sex,

sexuality, and any other topics reLated to the issue of

sexual abuse. They suggested that the Fanily Life
education begin at the kindergarten level, and continue
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until grade L2. They reconmended that programs such as

rrFeeling Yes Feeling Notr and ttsecond Steprr continue.

They suggested that concerns such as drugs and

substance abuse, alcoholism, rape and date rape be

addressed, and assertiveness trainj,ng would be an

asset. In addition to sexual, physical and emotional

abuse, for some of the participants there were issues

of hidden alcohol-ism within the home. Although alcohol
j-s not available in many of the rural Mennonite

communities, it can sti1l be obtained just as drugs can

also be accessed. Sexual- abuse can manifest, itself in
many ways, one of which can be through the use of drugs

and alcohol.

Although there is a Family Life education program

that is available for all Manitoba school-s, Family Life
is an optional program taught in almost all schools.

The school can determine what will be taught within the

program, and to what degree or depth it wil-l be taught.

Prior to teaching this program, teachers in Manitoba

recej-ve training so that they wil-I be able to present

the material in a knowJ-edgeable and appropriate manner.

Presently, there is a Farnily Life education

curriculum for grades five, seven and nine, making it
difficul-t to teach a program at levels for which a

curriculum does not exist. There is a Health
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curri-culum has a unit which addresses social and

emotional well be.i-ng, as wel-1 as a unit on safety.

The Manitoba Department of Education researched

many Fanily Life programs prior to developing their own

curriculum. They decided to develop a curricul-um for
grades five, seven and nine based on the level of

readiness of the students at those ages. They

recognize that there are many issues that are i-mportant

and need to be addressed, yet the overalL curriculum is
overcrowded and there are many necessary issues

addressed in other dj-sciplines. Personal safety is

addressed in grade five, although that may be too late
for some children. Decision making and some family

issues are addressed in other disciplines. For

example, issues related to violence may be addressed in
Guidance and Counselling; issues rel-ated to family and

economy may be addressed in Social Studies; and the

impact of economic stress may be addressed in Business

Education. Although the situati-on is not j-deal- , there

are various degrees of implementatj-on throughout the

Province. According to the Department of Educatj-on,

children are receiving the necessary information in

their schools.

Farnily Life is an important program, yet in order
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to prevent sexual abuse or to invite disclosures, there

are many other aspects of information that are

necessary. Some j-ssues that need to be addressed would

incl-ude: addressing the issue of sexual- abuse in a

direct manner; assertiveness training; Iearning to

challenge others, j-ncluding authority figures;
resources and support systems bot,h in the immediate

area and in larger urban settings; direct knowledge on

how to seek support in a rural community; self-
confidence and trusting oners own perceptions; and

direct information encouraging children to telL and

providing an outline of the steps j-nvol-ved when a

disclosure takes place. There are many children who

have not and never will be sexually abused, yet this
information would be beneficj-al to them in that they

may know someone who has experienced sexual abuse t ot
they may recognize the indicators in one of their
frj-ends and can be a support to their friend. Some of
these aspects are addressed to some degree in other

disciplines, yet as previousty mentioned, they may need

to be addressed at an earlier level- in an age

appropriate manner.

Jennj-fer had been invited by Child and Family

Services to share her experience with a group of

adol-escents who had discLosed sexual abuse and wanted
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to hear from someone who had been through a similar
experience. This was an enlighteni-ng experience for
the teens and it enabled those who had al-so experienced

sexuaL abuser âs well as other forms of abuse, to hear

from another survivor, to let them know that their
feelings and perceptions of their experience were

accurate and valid, and to reinforce that they were not

alone.

This is a val-uable way to convey information, yet

if this approach is taken, it is important that the

speaker be aware of his or her own issues and

boundarj-es, and that they have begun the heaJ-ing

process. Speakers should not present wj-th the

intention of servj-ng their own needs only. I would

reconlmend that whenever there j-s a speaker or

presentation of some sort, the organizers ensure that
there are qualified counsellors available. The

counsellors need to be avail-abl-e in order to handle the

disclosures that may occur and to support those who may

be affected by the presentation.

Churches

The participants bel-ieve that in addition to
educating children and future generatiorls, there must

also be a focus on the community as a whole who are

potential receivers of disclosures. The church is the
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ideal medium to reach all- the people of the community.

Mj-nistry. Al-1 of the particj_pants said that they

were aware of either leaders of the church who had

sexually abused someone, or of leaders who had dealt
with a disclosure in a way that they felt re-victimized
the person. They dj-d not feel_ supported by their
ministers or church and would not have chosen the

church or leaders as a place to disclose. Based on

this information, the participants reconmended that all
the ministry receive education on the issue of sexual

abuse. This includes the pastors, deacons,

deaconesses, and anyone else that would be considered

part of the rninistry.
Preaching from the Pulpit. According to previous

research (Block, L99L) sexual abuse is affecting a

portion of the Mennonite coflLmunity that is comparable

to all other communities. Due to the additional_

isolation of the rural setting, it seems li-ke the

pulpit j-s the ideal arena j-n which to address the issue

and reach a large group of people. There have been a

few Mennoni-te churches that have addressed the issue

from the pulpit, reaching a large portion of the

Mennonite community. The participants suggested that
this continue, only to a greater degree.

If rninisters choose to make this a topic to speak
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on in their church, there are several j-ssues they nay

address. Some suggestj-ons would be: recognition that
sexuaL abuse exists within the Mennonite community, in
particuJ-ar their own community; education on how and

why sexual abuse occurs, and how to increase awareness

and become knowl-edgeable of the indicators of sexual

abuse; encourage and empower children to say rrNorr to
anything and anyone they do not feel comfortable with,
incl-uding authority figures and their elders;

recognition that the healing process is different for
all victims; victims and perpetrators will need to seek

help through a therapeutic process; recognition that
not al-I victirns wil-l choose to or be able to forgive
thej-r perpetrators; acknowledge that no victim at any

time, invites sexual abuse nor should they be blamed or

held responsible for the occurrence of the abuse;

victims are in no way rrbadtt people; that the community

needs to attempt to be respectful of those invol-ved in
the system of sexual abuse, including the victim, the

perpetrator, and those affected by the sexual abuse;

and, if the community or indivj-duals do not feel that
they are able to accept those involved in the system of

sexual abuse, they should be encouraged to not place

judgment or ridicul-e those individual-s involved.

f would encourage the ministry to become fully
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informed and educated on the issue prior to preaching,

and to be prepared for possible disclosures. I would

also suggest that if this were to be a topic for a

sermon, there be a support network i-n place prior to
the sermon, ensuring that qual-ified counsel-l-ors are

present to support those who may be affected by the

sermon.

Groups and Commj-ttees. The participants stated

that there are several groups wj-thin the church that
would enable educators to reach smal-l-er populations.

For example, the youth groups, womenrs groups, and

men's groups coul-d al-l receive j-nformatj-on at thej-r

meetings. This could also be a topic for discussion

and a way to explore how they as a group can provide

support to those who presently are or have experienced

sexual- abuse.

By reaching peopl-e through church groups and

committees, the educators would be abl-e to address

specific concerns that are relevant to that particutar
group of people. For example, young people may have

issues that are different from their parents and this
may be a comfortable environment in which to address

them.

Educators. There were two sides presented to the

issue of who the educators should be. One group of
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women reconmended that the educators be from outside

the Mennonite community and or the community that was

receiving the education. This would enable the

presenter to be unbiased and objective and would be

presenting from a professional- perspective with no

involvement with those present.

Another group of women suggested that in order for
the community to truly hear and recej-ve the

information, the educator would have to be Mennonite,

yet not necessarily fron that particular colnmunity. In
addition to being Mennonite, these participants believe

that the educator needs to be a r^roman, although they

did not explain their rationale for this.
Library. Since the church is the primary meeting

place in most rural Mennonite communities, the

participants recoilLmended that the churches develop a

resource library. This lj-brary coul-d include

l-iterature in the form of books, journals, pamphlets,

video and cassette tapes, and educational- kits. The

resources should be availabl-e in English as wel-l_ as in
high and l-ow German.

Low German j-s a spoken language, although J-t is
now becorning a written language as well. In order to
develop a muLti-lingual resource Iibrary, it may be

necessary for someone in the community t,o act as an
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interpreter until such time as the resources can be

produced in the other languages.

Seminars

Most of the women were farnili-ar with or had

attended the previous conferences that focused on

domestic viol-ence within Mennonite families. They all
believed that the seminars were necessary yet they had

some concerns.

Regular Seminars. AII the participants saj-d that
more workshops and seminars need to be conducted. Once

or twice a year is not enough; they need to be

conducted on a regular basis. This needs to be a

priority, particularly because this j-s one way of

reaching those who live j-n rural settings and do not

have access to the resources that urban settings have.

Attendance. The participants suggested that
seminars and conferences need to take place more often

to encourage attendance. Many of the participants said

that they did not yet feel safe enough to attend the

conferences, yet they were aÌI interested. Some of

the participants feared being recognized and were

uncomfortable with the possible repercussions and

impact their exposure may have on thej-r farnily and

community. Others fel-t that they would be condemned

and woul-d be subjected to further ridicul-e, similar to
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what they had experienced previously.

All of the participants in thj-s study have been in
therapy for some time and have been willing to talk
openly about their experience for this study, yet most

did not feel safe enough to attend the conference. If
these women did not feel safe, I would question if
those women who have not entered into a heal-ing process

or are not in a therapeutic relationship with a

counsellor would have fel-t safe enough to attend the

conferences as wel-I. Therefore, it is necessary to be

sensitive to the needs of women who have entered into a

healing processr âs well as those who have not.

It j-s clear that although the fear of attending

exists, the seminars need to continue. There are many

individuals who attended the conferences who have not

been victims of sexual abuse. It is inportant to

recognize their j-nterest and effort to attend in order

to i-ncrease their awareness in the area of sexual- abuse

and domesti-c violence.

Agenda. The conferences focused on issues

relating specifically to Mennonites who had experienced

sexual- abuse and other forms of vi-olence, yet some of

the participants shared a concern with regard to the

agenda. They expressed discomfort and concern with the

focus on issues such as forgiveness and the strong
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theological perspective. They did not elaborate on

this issue, yet those who raised it, clearly conveyed

thei-r discomfort. It was issues such as these that
caused many women to feel uncomfortable and afraid to
attend the conference.

The seminars that have been presented over the

past year have been of great value to rnany individuals
and the community as a whole. In the future, in
addj-tion to professionals, it rnay be necessary to
consult with victims and survj-vors regarding issues

that they feel are necessary to focus on.

Some issues to address could include: acceptance

and support free of judgement and condemnatj_on; the

impact of sexual abuse on the victins/survivors, the

perpetrators as well as those affected by the abuse;

the belief of pacifisn and the confusion this creates
j-n a home where viol-ence exists; and, a feminist
analysi-s of the Mennonite church and the roles of
women, men and children.

Safety Net. Vthen seminars are held, there will
likeJ-y be some reaction, particularly when the issue is
domestic viol-ence and sexual- abuse. This reaction may

occur internally or externally and may be expressed in
an overt or covert manner. To support individuals and

families, I believe that a safety net and support
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network must be in place prior to any conference or

seminar. This means having an adequate number of
qualified counsellors present shoul-d anyone need

inmediate support. The number of counsellors should

always be over estimated.

Quj-te often the need for support extends beyond

the time of the conference and those attending need to
be made aware of supports that are avaiLabl-e to them.

This is of particular j-mportance to rural residents

because they may have to travel to attend the

conference or seminar, and may only need supports once

they return home. Home may be a smal-l- village or

isolated farm house where there are no resources

readj-ly available.

To11 free phone numbers, crisis lj-nes, and names

of counsel-lors must be provided to al-l- those attending.

All who attend must know that they wj-lI receive

information on how to receive support. It woul-d also

be beneficial if the issue of transportation could be

addressed so that individuals are not attending an

emotional conference, and then Ìeaving on a long drive

home on the highway. If the conference has evoked

emotions or memories, it is not safe to then drive on

the highway shortly aften.



Homes

Sex and sexual-ity are normal-, healthy aspects of
life. As mentioned previously, the partj-cipants had

one of two experiences whil-e growing up. One

experience was that of a negative attitude toward sex

and sexuality where no discussj-on ever took p1ace. Sex

was a womants duty and obligation and nothJ-ng more, sex

was viewed as a sj-n, and there was littl-e warmth and

affection shown in the home.

The other experience was the opposite to this
where sex was tal-ked about constantly, yet in an

inappropriate manner. There were always jokes, sexual

innuendos, and promiscuous comments made, vì-olating

healthy boundaries and creating awkward and unsafe

feelJ-ngs.

There needs to be a balance between the two

situations described. The issue of sex and sexuaÌity

needs to be talked about more openly, in a positive
manner, and j-n a way that does not produce feelings of
guilt or shame. Boundaries must be respected and not

vioLated.

The participants voiced a need for a change in
attitude and approach within the home. This is very

difficult because to change an attitude means to change

a belief system that includes values and convictions

Sexual- Abuse/Disclosure
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that are so deeply ingrained that they have become the

norm.

In order to change such a deep rooted belj-ef it, is
necessary to be provided with al-ternative ideas,

approaches and rational-es, and to have access to, and

receive the various forms of education discussed

prevj-ous1y. When presenting inf ormat j-on that means

making fundamental changes in a bel-ief system, it is
J-mportant to not declare one as right or wrong but

rather approach it from the perspective that there are

flaws in all beliefs systems, and there may be

alternat,ive approaches that can provide a heal-thier

perspective. Change can be very scary especially when

this means making changes i-n the basic foundation of
oners belief system. This is why a support system is
very important to not only the victim, but also to all
those affected by the abuse and to those who are

attempting to incorporate changes into their lj-ves.

Counsellors

Mennonite verses Non-Mennonite. It \A/as very clear
that, the women felt more comfortable with a non-

Mennonit,e counsellor. They believed that a non-

Mennonite counsellor may understand them more fully and

Counse I ling/Resourc es
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felt that their chances of being believed and validated
were greater than if they met with a counsellor who was

Mennonite.

When the counsell-or is part of the community, they

are immersed in the issues of the communj-ty and are

often involved personally or as an acquaintance with
several members of their cl-ientrs family. All the

women said that this would make them l-ess likely to be

open and to talk comfortably.

For many of the women, a holistic, al_l

encompassing approach to counselling was also

important. Although Christian based counselling is
suitable for many, there are those who prefer a

holistic approach that may or may not include a
Christian approach. For many of the women, iL is the

Christian based philosophy that they are angry at and

therefore it would not be suitabl-e.

Based on this, it is important that there be

counseLlors available in the rural communiti-es who are

Mennonite, non-Mennonite, those who counsel- from a

Christian perspectiver âs well- as a holistic approach

in order to serve all- the people. The counsell-ors need

to be qualified, as welL as independent, unbiased,

objective individuals who are not part of the

community.
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Ministers as Counsellors. In many communities,

the participants perceived the minj-sters as feeling
obligated to counsel- women and families. The

participants felt that their ability to counsel was not

always adequate and in many instances, they fel-t that
they were not qualified to be doing so. Therefore,

they recoflrmended that the rninisterial refer their
church members to qualified counsellors rather than

feeling that it is thej-r obligation to provide guidance

in an area they may not be qualified in.
Not all- ministers are trained counsellors and it

is important to recognize oners lj-mits and abili-ties,
particularly when those limitations may be at the

expense of someone e1se. It is al-so important to give

the rninj-sters permission to refer those who they do not

feel qualified to counsel, rather than feeling that
they are responsible for providing guidance to
community members j-n al-l areas. This pJ-aces incredibLe

pressure on the ministers and if additional counseLlors

are availabl-e in the area, this may elimj-nate the need

for the ministers to counsel, i-nstead providi-ng thern

with the opportunity t,o be a support to the member.

Travelling Counsellor. In order to be a

counsellor who is not part of the community, one

suggestion was to have a t,ravelling counseLLor. The
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analogly that was used was the travelling book mobile

that moved to a different location every day. The same

could apply for a counsellor. The counsellor could

either have an office in each of the different

locations, or else he or she coul-d travel in a vehicle,

such as a van, that would be suitabl-e for counselli-ng.

This would allow the vil-l-ages and farm communities to

be reached without the residents having to travel-. It
would al-so mean that chil-dren or adol-escents, adults

who do not have vehicles, and the disabled would have

access to counselling. (I woul-d like to note that this
is a goal that I have already begun to explore and

hopefully wiJ-l implement in some form in the near

future ) .

Crisis Lines

All members of the community need to be aware of

the toll free crisis lines that exist in the province,

as wel-l- as the phone numbers for the crj-sis lines in
Winnj-peg. one way to ensure that this information

reaches al-l- the members is through the school system to

the children, in church bul-letins and newsletters, the

l-ocal- newspapers, and if the church is able to develop

a resource Iibrary, include the information in a

written brochure. There is a portion of the community

that may be illiterate, yet those people may be reached
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through radio and tel-evj-sion announcements.

When advertising the telephone numbers and

locatJ-ons, it is important to rej-nf orce that if the

phone call is long distance, crisj-s l-ines will always

accept the charges to a long distance call. This wil-
enable the caller to remain anonymous so that the phone

call does not appear as a long distance charge on the

phone bi11.

Support, Grouþs

Support groups can be beneficial to those in need

of someone to talk to. They provide an opportunity to
share experiences and feelj-ngs, and to hear those of
others. This is one way to break the isol-atj-on of
living in an abusive situation as wel-l as the rural
setting, and to keep in touch with others who are going

through a similar process.

In order to feel safe enough to attend a support

group, the participants expressed a need for a private,
anonymous gathering place so that the group members

would feel less threatened by the chance of others

knowing that they were attending. I¡Ihen advertising the

support group, the organizers should advertise a phone

number only. To maintain anonymity, Sarah suggested

that women wear a wig or conceal their identity in some

way so that you are not recognized as you enter and
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l-eave the meetj-ng place. Other participants f elt a

need for anonymity yet were unable to provide

suggestions as to how to ensure the necessary privacy.

The participants believed that they woul-d have

benefitted from talking to others who could identify
with them. They also said that they needed to attend a

group that emphasized a feminist perspective that
empowered and supported women, and focused on thej-r

needs, desires and issues.

Safe Houses

Safe houses and shel-ters are just begj-nning to

emerge in the rural areas, yet many more are needed.

It would al-so be helpfuJ- if the shelter could provide

some sort of service to those in need of

transportation. In urban settings such as Winnipegr

there are transit buses and taxi cabs whereas in the

rural areas there is no public transportation that
would enable people to travel to the shel-ters. The

transportation or shuttle services may enable

indj-vidual-s who woul-d otherwise not be able to, to

access the shelter and seek the support they need.

Interventi-on

Action. It is important that once a disclosure j-s

made that the j-nformation is acted upon and some sort

of intervention takes place. This could mean anything
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from the j-nvolvement of Child and Family Services,

notification of the R.C.M.P. or counselling for the

individual and the farnily. If someone in the community

is aware of abuse of any kind, it is their legal

responsibility to report the abuse and not perpetuate

the cycle of silence.

Based on the interviews, there is a need for a

change in the attj-tudes and beliefs not only toward the

issue of sexual abuse, but in many other areas as well.
These changes take place in deeply rooted areas such as

the family structure, gender roles, and the history of

Mennonites. I am not sure how many of these changes

can take place because they are so ingrained and it may

mean a change in a very deep rooted philosophy that
lies at the base of the Mennonite community. I will
however, present areas in which the participants

reconmended change.

Traditional- Rol-es

rrI,ike I feel that the Mennonites will have to lose

a lot of the Mennoniteness, and that be.i-ng part of it,
the fact that vromen are just property, I mean thatts a

very big t,hing about being Mennonite, j-s that yourre

this meek, submissive woman who doesntt speak up, and

Attitudes and Beliefs
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theytre going to have to face up and talk about that
before a womants going to feel safe discl-osing in a

Mennonite conrmunity. f think therers a lot of other

things like simply, this whole thing about just denyJ-ng

your emotions. Not allowing yourself to feel anger and

to express anger. f mean for years, f was a good

Mennonite woman, j-gnori-ng my emotions, denying the

emotj-ons that were there, repressing them. For a good

cause. f was a good Mennonite Christian woman and I
couldnrt be angry, and I think that really hindered and

stopped me and slowed me down from disclosing so it,
was, once I turned my back on that whole thing, then

all of sudden, I'm no longer this Mennonite Christian

woman. Now I can be angry...They donrt see the need,

and the value of expressing emotions and of allowing

yourself to feel. I mean, theyrre such stoicstt

(Karen).

All the women discussed the oppression that
existed in their homes and communities. They were

raised J-n patriarchal systems where men were the

dominate figures, women submitted to their husbands and

men, and children were invisibl-e. As a result, women

and children learned to not chal-J-enge authority
fJ-gures, children were taught to honour their parentts

regardless of the abuse they may have been enduring,
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and men had incredible pressure placed on them to be

authori-tarians.

The most valuable skill we can provide children

with is the ability to say rrNorr and to empower them to

express their feelings. Rather than viewing a child
who says rrNorr as defiant, an alternative view may be

that the child is expressing independent thinking and

trust in their feelings. This may be their first skill
for the prevention of any type of violation. To teach

children to conform to the needs of adul-ts means that
children are denied the right to expression of thoughts

and feeLings. Compliant, children are ideal victims in
that they are easy to violate and will maintain the

secret.

Emoti-ons. As a result of the fear of conflict and

inabil-ity to communicate clearfy, many feelings and

emotions were denied or ignored. There needs to be a

focus on recognition of feelings, validation for those

feelings, permi-ssion to experience and express all
emotions particularly ançJer, and recognition that anger

is a positive and healthy emotion.

The participants spoke of how women are not

respected and are viewed as hysterical and emotional

beings. They al-so spoke of how children were not given

the recognition that they deserved. All human beings
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are worthy of respect, of being treated with dignity
and it is important that recogni-tion and respect is
given to the voj-ces of women and chil-dren.

As a result of the patriarchal system, men are

also denj-ed a right t,o their emotions, to express hurt,

to reach out when they are in need of support, and to

express feelings of failure or frustration. Most

importantly, a patriarchal system does not al-l-ow for

error, particularly on the part of the male, and it

does not allow for the healthy expression of anger.

Instead, power and control are the focus and if they

are not maintained they may be percej-ved as t or feel

that they are weak.

Implementing Chanqe. This is such a difficult
area to implement change in, yet it is necessary for

the emotionaf well being of the people. A balance of

power, equal ro1es, and recognition of value that lies

within each individual- is needed in order to want to

change. First and foremost though, the desire for
change needs to be present.

There are workshops and programs on assertiveness

training and guidance as to how to challenge one

another in a non-threatening way. There is literature

available on personal growth for men, women and

children, yet change is difficult when the beliefs are
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so ingrained. The previous suggestions on education by

the church and schools may be the most effective way of

reaching the community.

Image

Those who have experienced sexual abuse already

try very hard to maintain a perfect image. Perfection

is the ideal mask so that no one will- ask questions or

suspect any problems. When the expectation for
perfection already exists, the pressure is greater to

maintain the perfect image, not only to conceal the

secret of abuse, but to uphold the expected image.

Perfecti-on. All the women fel-t a need to be

accepted for who they are rather than who they were

expected to be. They reconlmended that the expectation

of the perfect family image dissol-ve, and focus on the

real j-ties of fanily l-ife and all of itrs imperf ections.

One way to let go of the perfection is to recognize

that they as Mennonites are equal to all others rather

than believing that t,hey are superj-orr âs they have

been taught to believe. Believing that an entire
community is superior is to deny the existence of

imperfection and flaws, one of which is sexual abuse.

This al-so conveys the message that if someone is or has

experj-enced sexual abuse, he/she is less than perfect,

not superior, and the possibility exists for feelings
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of guilt for failing their farnily and community.

fmperfection. It is important to al-so acknowledge

and support, the person who may be viewed as a rebel and

not fit in with the community. This rebellion coul-d

be, but is not necessarily, a manifestation of sexual

abuse. Rather than judging thj-s person or the family,

offer support and provide an atmosphere of acceptance

so that if there is some sort of dysfunction t.hat

exists, the environment is one that will invite and

welcome a disclosure. As Jennifer phrased it, rr...One

of the things that we say is that the churches shou1d

be a hospital and not a hotel, and I think a lot of the

Mennonite churches are more hotel-s to get dressed up at

and to look good and to paste a smile on your face and

to make good food and I think what the Mennonite church

needs to do is to become more of a caring community and

to give the people who have been abused permission to

talk.rr
Atmosphere for Discl-osure. The cj-rcumstances can

be ideal, yet it is stilI too scary and threatening to

disclose sexual abuse. Even though there are some that

will never feel safe enough to disclose, if the

environment is one that ensures acceptance, j-s free of
judgement, and will provide on-going support, the door

may be opened to a few that would have otherwise



remained silent.
Communi-cation

As mentioned previously, there is a need for open

communication both j-n the farnily and in the communj_ty.

Prayer is a very important form of communication with
God, and plays a very important role in a Christian
belief system, yet communicating directly with others

is also important and needs to be encouraged and

practised.

With the pennission and approval of the church,

there are many parenting programs that could be offered
through the church that woul_d enable parents to be

exposed to al-ternative approaches to communicating with
their spouses, partners, chil-dren and extended family
members. Many of the skills that are discussed can be

transferred to other relationships as well.
History of Mennonite

Based on the interviews, there appears to be some

confusion in the theological beliefs and philosophy of
the Mennonites, and their pract,ices. Some of these

beliefs inhibited disclosure and instill-ed guilt in the

participants.

As a conlmunity, it would be worthwhile to examine

the history of the Mennonites, the roLe of prayer, the

role of men, \À/omen and chj-Idren, the role of silence,

Sexua1 Abuse/Disclosure
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and the role of violence. For example, the

participants felt that violence was the norm in many

families, and it was accepted to the extent that no one

questioned itrs existence nor was j-t recognized as

v/rong. ft would be worthwhil-e to explore why violence

is so preval-ent j-n a passivist community. Overall,

there were many incongruencies between the beliefs and

the practices, and it would be valuable to explore

these discrepancies, and explore how to regain harmony

between the beliefs and practices.

Radio

Many of the Mennonites are irnmigrants. They speak

either high or l-ow German, and do not speak English at

all, or they are illiterate and cannot read or write.
As Sarah mentioned, almost all rural Mennonite homes

have their radios tuned into the CFAM radio station.
This is an ideal forum to reach both the lit,erate and

the ilLiterate. Sarah had mentioned that it was coÍrmon

for rural residents to listen to the funeral

announcements, and she suggested that there be a show

following the announcements called rtA Lost Innocencett.

Here the show could focus on presenting j-nformation on

vari-ous issues, one of which could be sexual- abuse .

Media



Television

Another way to reach the community is through the

television. Talk shows, news casts, conmercial-s, and

documentaries are only a few of the vrays in which

issues such as sexual abuse are now addressed on

televj-sj-on. While some Mennonites are not permitted to

watch television, many Mennonites al1ow the vj-ewing of

television; this woul-d be an ideal way to convey

information, education and to create an awareness.

It was felt that the Mennonite community may need

to be trshockedrr into recognj-zing the existence of

sexual abuse withj-n the community. Some suggested

showing very graphic commercial-s or using computerized

scenes to depict the viol-ence and vulgarity of sexual

abuse. The use of computers would elininate the need

for actual people to re-enact a disturbing scene.

I appreciate the suggestion to use shock tactics
in order to create awareness, yet based on past

experience and knowledge of how the use of shock

tactics has inpacted on an issue, this may not be the

most effective approach. The use of shock tactics may

sensationalize the issue. It may also shock people

into further denial. An alternative approach amy be

more suitable providing Lhe serj-ousness of the issue is
not rninimized.

Sexua1 Abuse/Disclosure
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Written Material

As mentioned previously, written material is very

important. It is important to provide written
resources, pamphlets, information and stories in the

languages that the community speaks. The l-evel of
education ranges from an elementary to university
l-evel. For this reason, the material needs to be

written at a reading leve1 that is comprehensible by

all.

Sexual Abuse/Disclosure
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Chapter VII
Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of this study was to examine

victin/survivor identified supports that would

encourage the disclosure of j_ntrafamilial sexual abuse.

The study focused on vromen who were raj_sed in Mennonite

familíes and resided in a rural location. The data

obtained coul-d assist women who are victims of sexual

abuse, therapists who counsel women who met the

criteria of thj-s study, Mennonite pastors, teachers and

the Manitoba Department of Education, and the various

organizations that are invol-ved in providing support to
members of rural Mennonite fanilies and communities.

This chapter presents the lirnitations of this study,

reconmendations, considerations for future research,

and conclusions based on the findings of the research.

First, the research was linited to those j-n

therapy, and did not reach those who were not receiving
treatment. There is no way of knowing how those not in
therapy cope.

Second, the research relied on memory, and the

perceptions of the participants may have been skewed

Limitations
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due to time that has elapsed between the abuse, and the

present interviews.

Third, the research relied on the stories shared

by each of the participants; stories that vtere accepted

at face value and not verified by any other sources.

Fourth, the research was lini-ted to those who have

consciously rernembered their abuse, and thus eliminat,es

those who have repressed the memories of their abuse.

Fifth, the research was linited to those

participants who were victims, and the study did not

include a comparison group.

Sixth, the situati-on regarding disclosure may have

changed since the participants left t,heir home

community. As the age of the participant increases, so

does the possibility of the situation changing.

Seventh, this study was linited to those who may

have been able to financj-alJ-y afford to seek therapy.

This el-iminated a portion of the socioeconomic

population that may not have sought therapy due to

financial- inabil-ities.

Finally, this study was l-inited to those women

that were able to seek support and therapy.

Recommendations

This study sought to determine the needs of women
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who had been raised in Mennonite fami-lies and rural
communities, and their suggestions to aid in the

di-sclosure of intrafami]ial sexual abuse. The data

obtained from this study should be used as a basis for
suggesting further research on the relevant community

programs that would enhance the environment for
disclosure, for providing justification for the need

for funding to seek supports in the rural communities,

and for proposing changes in the attitudes and beliefs
of the Mennonj-te conrmunity as they rel-ate to the issue

of sexual abuse.

In retrospect, I sometimes found it difficul-t to
separate issues that were related to being Mennonite

and issues that were related to residing in a rural
location. At times, these two aspects of this research

study created some blending and confusion of the data,

yet I put forth my best effort to maintain as cl-ear an

understanding of the participants' perspectj-ves as

possible.

If this research study were to be replicated, I
would reconmend the fol-lowing changes be implemented.

I would suggest that separate studies be conducted to

examine the Mennoni-te issues and the rural i-ssues. I
woul-d also suggest that a comparison group be

interviewed to explore issues that may surface as
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specific Mennonj-te or non-Mennonite issues.

This research study relied on the perspectives of

eight individual women who met the criteria as defined

by the study. Their stories were affected by their
emotions; emotions that are valid and respected. Some

of their responses conveyed emotions such as ançJer,

fear, desperation, and hopelessness. As the

researcher, I respect their contributions and

perspectives on the issues that were discussed.

Further research may have increased credibility if
the data coll-ected in the intervj-ews can in some way be

verified. One suggestion is, with the permission of

the participant, if the participant's therapist j-s

willing to read and verify the data that j-s collected

during an interview. The therapist may be aware of

many of the issues that were discussed in the interview

and may be able to verify the consistency of the

information provided by the participant.

Femal-e Perpetrators and Power

This study focused on women as victims and

generaÌly addressed men as the perpetrators. Young

girls and wornen are not the only victims of sexual

abuse, but al-so young boys and men. To not address the

Considerations for Future Research
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victirnization of men woul-d be to deny itrs existence.

To assume that perpetrators are only men negates and

further sil-ences the experiences of those who have been

sexually abused by wornen. Sexual abuse is an act of

power and a violatj-on of boundarj-es. women are capable

of this violation, as two women touched on in their

intervj-ews. Perpetrators choose to viol-ate those who

they know they will- have power over. This may be a

possible explanation as to why a cul-ture that does not

view vtomen as having power include perpetrators who are

women. On the contrary, maybe women do have more power

than is perceived, yet this is an unacceptable

expression of power. This is a question f cannot

answer, yet is an area that may be considered for

future study.

Violence verses Non-Violence

Based on the interviews, one of the suggested

areas to explore is why violence exists in a community

that is based on non-violent acti-on. How such extreme

viol-ence infj-ltrated a pacifist community may be worthy

of exploration.

Education System

I spoke with a representative from the Manitoba

Department of Education who informed me that although

the Family Life curricul-um is optional, it is taught j-n
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almost all Manitoba schools. In speaki-ng randomly with

young adolescents who are Mennonite and attend a rural

school, they report that they have not received Fanily

Life education. This may be worth exploring. It may

also be valuable to examine the affect that the Family

Life curriculum has on sexua] abuse situati-ons and

disclosure in rural Mennonite conmunities.

At the onset of this study, I was very optimistic

with regard to efforts that were being made by specific
organizatj-ons to increase the awareness of sexual

abuse, and to provide support and counselling to the

various rural cornmunities and residents of those

communities. During the two years that I focused on

this study, I came to realize that the awareness of

sexual abuse is still minimal, and that attitudes and

perceptions of sexual- abuse remain somewhat unchanged.

As the results of thj-s study emerged I found it
very disturbing to see the close parallel that

developed between the participantst descriptions of the

typical Mennonite farnily and that of a family where

sexual abuse by a relative occurs. There seemed to be

many characterj-stics of a Mennonite fanily that could

also be found in a fanily where sexual- abuse by a

Conclusions
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relative occurs, just as there are many characteristics
of a family where sexual- abuse occurs that may be found

in a Mennonite family. I am in no way saying that
sexual- abuse exists in al-l or even a majority of
Mennonite families, yet I do feel that due to many of
the bel-j-efs and pract,ices as described in the

interviews, the Mennonite family is more vulnerable to
the existence of sexual abuse by a relative than a non-

Mennonite family.

I believe that I found the parallel disturbing
because I heard contradiction between the bel-iefs of
the Mennonites and the actual behaviour and practices

that \Arere described. The purity that was expected was

heavily tainted by the vj-olence in the stories shared

by the women. I examined a cultural, ethnic and

religious group at an intense level when they are in
fact, a microcosm within a macrocosm. When viewed from

a distance, most cult,ural and religious groups would

receive the sa¡ne reaction because all groups have

imperfections. They are a very unique group, yet this
affirms that as a relj-gious and cultural group, they

are no dj-fferent than any other group, making them just

as susceptible to, and no less j-mmune, to the existence

of sexual abuse by a relative.

Based on the interviews, the participants all fel-t
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that to some degree, the attitude and approach of the

Mennonite church and family to sexual abuse by a

rel-aLive impacted on their decision and ability to
disclose. The lack of j-nformation and resources, and

the nature of the rural- setting only augmented the

possibility of eternal sil-ence.

The women voiced va]id concerns that existed in
their community while growing up; many of which

continue to exist today. These concerns contribute to
the si-lence of sexual abuse and to the decision to not

disclose. Women described experiences of being

shunned, condemned, ostracized, ridiculed, not being

believed, and being blaned for the sexual abuse. They

were betrayed by a community that is committed to
serving those in need of heJ-p. Rather than receiving
the support that Ìtras expected of their community, they

were instead, re-victimized by their own conmunity.

Presently, resources are limited, restricting the

opti-ons avaj-lable to the residents. If options do not

exist, choices cannot be made. If information and

education do not exist, informed choices cannot be

made.

Qualified counsell-ors that are both Mennonite and

non-Mennonite who are impartial and not immersed

members of the community are minimal, forcj-ng residents
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to travel a considerabl-e distance if they desire

support. Shelters and safe houses are beginning to

emerge, yet the nature of the rural setting makes it

difficul-t to maintain anonymity.

I found that an aspect of counselling that is

often offered to those seeking counsellirg,

particularly Christian based counsell-irg, is the focus

on forgiveness. Based on my counselling experience,

forgiveness is the clientrs option, and one that need

not ever take place unless the cl-j-ent chooses to move

in that direction. If forgiveness is to occur, the

first person to forgive is themselves for ever thinking
that they $rere responsible for the sexual- abuse.

Forgiveness of anyone else is the choice of the client

and need not be directed by the counsell-or.

Schools are teaching Family Lj-fe and Health

programs and children are receiving some education and

awareness on sexual abuse, yet the extent of that
information is determined by the community, and not the

Manitoba Department of Education. Even though children

are receiving information and an awareness is being

created, education needs to exceed the boundaries of

schools and reach the entire community, providing a

broader understanding of the many issues related to

sexual abuse.
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The Mennonite families living in rural-

communities, and the rural Mennonite conmunities have

and are making efforts to create an environment that.

will exude enough safety and comfort to elicit
disclosures of sexual abuse, yet considerable work and

change sti1l need to occur. The responses of the

parti-cipants indj-cate a need f or changes in attitudes,
beliefs, balance of por^/er between men, women and

children, and the need for non-judgemental acceptance

and support from the Mennonite famil-j-es that reside in
rural Manitoba.

As many v¡omen said though, there were times when

nothJ-ng would have made them feel safe enough to

disclose. This being the case, it is our

responsibility as caring and concerned adults, to

become informed and educated so that we may recognize

signs, symptoms and indicators of sexual abuse. This

would enable us to intervene when it is too painful for
a vi-ctim to disclose.

1o disclose sexual- abuse means to expose your

whole being and soul; to be subjected to questions,

comments, and possible judgement and ridicule; to

possibly submit yourseJ-f to further pain; and, to be

left with the sometj-mes uncertainty of where to go and

how to go about a healing process. ft is my hope that
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this study will enable the rural communities where

Mennonite fanilies reside to continue to grow, to

educate, to be open to the new information, and to seek

the necessary support in order to achieve an atmosphere

of safety to enable disclosures and intervention to

take p1ace.
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Appendix A

Letter to Therapj-sts

Deborah Handzi-uk
Department of Educatj-onal Psychology
Faculty of Education
Universj-ty of Manitoba
Vlinnipeg, Manj-toba
R3T 2N2

Current Date

Therapistrs Name
Address

Dear (Therapistrs Name) :

I am sending this letter as a follow-up to our
recent telephone conversation, at which time I
explained ny research study. I felt it would be
beneficial for you to have a written copy of my
request. As a reminder, I am an M.Ed. student in the
Department of Educational Psychologiy, in the area of
Counsellirg, and I would greatly appreciate your help
in my research thesis.

I am examining the issue of sexual abuse among the
rural- Mennonite fanilies to determine if there is any
rel-at,ionship between disclosure and:
l-) IsoLation and rural characteristics
2
3

I have chosen to examine the Mennonite community
because they comprise a large portion of the rural and
farm based population in Manitoba. An important part
of the study is to determine what factors, from the
perspective of the victim, were important or necessary
for them to feel comfortable or safe enough to
disclose. Many people suffer and endure abuse
silently. This silence can be further isolated in a
rural community. There may also be religious
traditions or beliefs that inhibit, a person from
disclosj-ng their abuse. By identifying the needs of
the victim, we may be able to take steps toward
changing the climate of the rural community that would
enable victims to feel safe enough to emerge for
support and heIp.

I am asking several therapists who practice within
Winnipegr ês wel"l- as the non-urban areas of Manitoba,
if they will participate in ny study.

Family traditions and beliefs
Communíty attitudes
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f would like to interview women to gather
information on their view of what would have been
helpful to them whil-e growing up in their rural
community with regard to disclosures of their abuse. I
would appreciate if you could identífy any female
clients who you have in the pastr or are presently
meeting with:

Who grew up in rural Manitoba (rural being defined
as non-urban Manitoba outside the city l-imits of
Winnipeg, Brandon, Thompson, and Portage Ia
Prairie ) .
Were raised in a home where at least the father ¡ ot
both the parents identified themselves as
Mennonite, and belong(ed) to a Mennonite church.
Was a victim of sexual abuse by a fanily member.
And, is between the ages of 1-8 and 30 years old.
Please examine the enclosed questionnaire, and

3
4

interview schedule, so that you can decide if you would
1j-ke to support, and cooperate in, my study.

Once you have selected suitable clients, pJ-ease
give them a Cover Letter/Consent Form (enclosed in this
package) at which time they can decide if they feel-
comfortable, and are willing to participate in the
study. Should they decide to participate, please ask
your client to caLl- me directly at home. This will-
ensure that should your client want to obtain further
information, they may do sor while remaining anonymous.

I reaLize that this is a controversial- subject,
and that you must always consider the emotional health
and readiness of your client first. Should you choose
to not participate, I wil-I understand fully. Either
way, it woul-d be very helpful if you could fill out the
enclosed form and return it to me by

please feeL free to phone me at my home number,
My thesis advisor, Dr. Paul" Madak, would also be

happy to answer any questions. His phone number is

If you decide to take part, I would like t,o
discuss with you the possibility of using your office
for the interview. This woul-d ensure privacy,
confidentiality, and a comfortable setting for your
client to share in.

Upon cornpletion of the thesis, I will provide yoü,
and each of the subjects, with a copy of the results.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Deborah Handziuk

If you would like more information on ttris study,
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Appendix B

Letter to Therapists

Deborah Handziuk
Department of Educational Psychology
Faculty of Education
University of Manitoba
Vtinnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2

Current Date

Therapist's Name
Address

Dear (Therapistrs Name) :

I woul-d l-ike to introduce nyself , Deborah
Handziuk. I am a Masterrs student in the Faculty of
Education, Department of Educatj-onal Psychology, in the
area of Counselling, and I would greatly appreciate
your help with my research thesis.

I am examining the issue of sexual abuse among the
ruraL Mennonite farnilies to determine if there is any
relationship between disclosure and:
1-) Isolation and rural characteristics
2) Family traditions and beliefs
3) Community attitudes

I have chosen to examine the Mennonite community
because they comprise a large portion of the rural and
farm based population in Manitoba. An j-mportant part
of the study is to determine what factors, from the
perspective of the victim, were important or necessary
for them to feel comfortable or safe enough to
disclose. Many people suffer and endure abuse
silently. This silence can be further isoLated j-n a
rural community. There may also be religious
traditions or beliefs that inhibit a person from
discl-osing their abuse. By identifying the needs of
the victim, we may be able to take steps toward
changing the clinat,e of the rural- community that would
enable victims to feel safe enough to emerge for
support and help.

I am asking several therapists who practice within
Winni-pegr âs wel-l- as the non-urban areas of Manitoba,
if they will participate in ny study.

f would like to j-nterview women to gather
information on their view of what would have been
helpful to them while growing up in their rural
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community with regard to disclosures of their abuse. I
woul-d appreciate if you could identify any female
clients who you have in the past t oy are presently
meeting with:

Who grew up in rural Manitoba (rura1 being defined
as non-urban Manitoba outsj-de the city lirnits of
Winnipeg, Brandon, Thompson, and Portage l-a
Prairie).
Were raised in a home where at least the father, or
both the parents identified themselves as
Mennonite, and belong(ed) to a Mennonite church.
Was a victirn of sexual abuse by a faniJ-y member.
And, is between the ages of 1-B and 30 years old.
Please examine the encl-osed questionnaire, and

3
4

interview schedule, so that you can decide if you would
like to support, and cooperate in, my study.

Once you have selected suitable clients, please
give them a Cover Letter/Consent Form (enclosed in this
package) at which time they can decide if they feel
comfortable, and are willing to participate in the
study. Should they decide to participate, please ask
your cl-ient to call me directly at home. This will
ensure that should your client want to obtain further
information, they may do sor while remainj-ng anonymous.

I realize that this is a controversial- subject,
and that you must always consider the emotional health
and readj-ness of your client first. Should you choose
to not participate, I will understand fuIly. Either
way, it would be very helpful if you could fill out the
encl-osed form and return it to me by _.If you woul-d l-ike more j-nformation on this study,
please feel free to phone me at my home number,

. My thesis advisor, Dr. Paul Madak, would also be
happy tcr answer any questions. His phone number j-s

If you decj-de to take part, I would like to
discuss with you the possibility of using your office
for the interview. This would ensure privacy,
confidentiality, and a comfortabl-e setting for your
cl-ient to share in.

Upon completion of the thesis, I will provide your
and each of the subjects, wi-th a copy of the resul-ts.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Deborah Handziuk
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Appendix C

Reply Form

I. P1ease check one:

L. t I I am willing to contact clients who are
suitable and meet the criteria for the study
ItThe climate for disclosure: An examination
of sexual abuse among rural mennonite
familJ-esrrr provide each client with the
information package that has been provided,
and to instruct the person to contact yoü,
Deborah Handziuk, by telephone.

2. t I I am NOT wj-I1ing to contact clients for the
purpose of research interviews by Deborah
Handziuk for the study "The cl-imate of
di-scl-osure: An examination of sexual abuse
among rural mennonite famil-ies. tt

3. t I Before I make a decision, I would l-ike more
information on this study.

4. t I I have not met with, and do not presently
meet with any clients who fit, your research
criteria.

II. Please fill in the section that corresÐonds with

1-. Il

the number you checked above:

clients who I feeL are suitable and meet the
crj-teria for the study 'rThe climate for
disclosure: An examination of sexual abuse among
rural mennonite conmunitiesrrr provide each client
with an informatj-on package, and instruct each
client to contact Deborah Handziuk by telephone.

2. Please state the reason(s) you would prefer not to
t,ake part in thj-s study:

3. If you would like to speak with me about this
study, please state the time, place t oy phone
number:
Time: Phone Number:

4. Of those clients that I fel-t were suitable for
your research study, _# declined, and chose

, agree to contact any

Pl-ace:

not to be interviewed.

III. Please complete:
Name:
Signature:

organizatj-on:
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Appendíx D

Cover Letter/Consent Form

I am an M. Ed. student in the Department of
Educational PsychoJ-ogy and I would like to ask you to
participate in my research thesj-s of the experiences of
women who grew up in rural Mennonite families and their
perspective on the attitudes of family and community
with regard to sexual abuse. By participating in anj-nterview with myself , your vj-ewpoint will- provide
valuabl-e j-nformation j-n an area that we know very
little about. The interview will take approximately
two hours to complete.

The questions that I will- be asking may be viewed
as highly personal, and there is a possibility that you
may be upset or offended at the content of some of the
items. Please remember that your participation is
completely voluntary. You may choose to not take part
in this interview, and may choose to not answer any
questions I will ask. You may also end the interview
at any time.

If you agree to take part in an interview, please
be assured that al-L the informat,ion gathered is
confidential and anonymous. Your name will never
appear anlrwhere, only a code, which only I will
understand. There wil-l be no way to associate your
identity with the information you share. I woul-d also
like to ask for you permission to tape record (audio
only) the information. I will be the only person to
hear the tape, and the tape will be destroyed at the
completion of the study. An audio tape allows me to
transcribe the interview accurately. I will maintain
the transcripts for up to 5 years after the date of
completion and or publicatj-on, after which time, the
transcripts will be destroyed. The transcripts wiJ-l
remain intact for the purpose of future research only,
but wil-l all be coded for confidentiality, and will-
always remain in rny possession. f realiãe that this
information is very sensitive and privater so I will
guard the information with utmost care.

If you agree to be interviewed, or woul-d like to
receive more information before making a decision,
please contact me at my home at My thesis
advisor, Dr. PauI Madak, would al-so be haopv to ans\,ver
any questions, and his phone number is . Even
if you contact either one of us for more information,
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your identity will be unknown to me until you share
your name. once you have made a decision, we can
arrange to meet at a time and place that is suitable
and comfortable for you.

Upon completion of this study, I will provj-de you
with a sunmary of the results. You may want to discuss
the resul-ts t or any questions, with your therapist, or
you may call me directly.

If you read this letter and choose not to
participate, please inform your therapist that you have
chosen to decline.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Respectfully,

Deborah Handziuk

After having read this letter, I understand fully
that this j-nterview is voluntary, that I may terminate
the interview when I choose to, and that I am not
obligated to answer any questj-ons t oE say anything that
I do not want to. I also agree to have the interview
audj-o taped.

in this research study,
Deborah Handzi-uk.

1,

Consent Form

Signature of Subject

Signature of Researcher

and to be interviewed
, agree to take part

by
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Appendix E

Reminder Letter
Deborah Handziuk
Department of Educational Psychology
Faculty of Education
University of Manitoba

Current Date

Therapistts Name
Àddress

Dear (TherapJ-strs Name) :

Approximately two weeks ago you shoul-d have
received information on my research thesis ent.itled The
Climate for Disclosure: An Examination of Sexrral Abuse
Among Rural- Mennonite Families. The information was
given to you in order for you to decide if any of the
clients who you meet with would be suitable for the
study. If the selected women meet the criteria, then
from a therapeutic perspective, do you feel comfortabl-e
with them being j-nterviewed.

If you have already sent your rep1y, please
disregard this note. If you happen to stil-l have my
request, and if you can find time in the next week, f
woul-d greatly appreciate you completing the reply form
and mailing it to myself, Deborah Handziuk, in the
self-addressed enveloped provided in the package.

I sincerely thank-you f or your tj-me.

RespectfulÌy,

Deborah Handziuk
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Appendix F

Interview Schedule

l-. Provide 20 to 30 minutes for myself and the subject
to relax and become comfortable with one another.

2. I will ask the subject if she has any further
questions regarding the interview, and if she ful1y
understands the j-nterview protocol. If she says
yes, I will ask that she sign the consent form to
tape record the intervj-ew.

3. I will read the purpose, and a brief introduction,
and then ask a number of Warm-Up questions about
the partj-cipantrs personal and family history
(Appendix c).

4. I will ask the Interview Questions (Appendix H).

5. Foll-owing the interview, there will be a debriefing
period. This will enable me to assess the
participantsrs stability and l-eve1 of stress, and
to allow for the subject to rel-ax. By building in
debriefj-ng time, the subject will know that they
are not obligated to leave fol-lowing the interview,
knowing they will be able to spend time with a
supportive person.

6. Prior to the interview, I will have suggested that
the therapJ-st be available for any necessary
debriefing, shouLd the participant feel- a need to
debrief further. Following thã interview, shoul-d
the therapist not be available immediately, the
participant wil-l be provided with a list or
resources that she may contact for immediate
support (AppendÍx I).

7. I will obtain a maj-ling address, or some way to
contact the participants so that I rnay ensure that
she receives a copy of the results.
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Appendix G

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to determine what is
necessary to aid in the discl-osure of sexual abuse
within a farnily in the rural Mennonite conmunities and
families.

Before we begin the interview, I would like to
remind you that this interview is voluntary, you do not
have to say anything you do not choose to say, and you
may terminate the interview at any tirne. You have
consented j-n writing to have the interview audio taped,
and I would like to remind you that I will be the only
person to hear the tape, and read the transcript. I
will code each transcript so that your nane will never
be associated with the interview, and any identifying
names or places that you mention will be coded to
protect your privacy.

Warm-Up Ouestions

1-. What is your present age?

2. What is your present marital
of your relationship?

3. Do you have any children? If
4. Where were you born?

5. Where did you grow up i-n Mani-toba? Please explain
if your home was l-ocated in a town, or farm
l-ocation.

6. Do
A)

B)

you still reside there?
If not, how old were you when you moved away
from the community?
lrlhat motivated you to move away from the
community?

7. Do your parents stil-l- reside there?
A) If not, when did they move?
B ) Where did t,hey move to?
C) What motivated your parents to move away from

the community?

8. Do you have any brothers? If sor how many?

9. Do you have any sj-sters? If sor how many?

status, or the status

sor how may?
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1-0. What position are you in the birth order of your
siblings?

1-L. Are both you parents presently li-ving?

L2. Are your parents stil1 married to one another?

1-3. If no, to l-1 or L2, have they remarried?

L4. a) How would you define the term Mennonite?
b ) Ì^fhat, does being Mennonj-te mean to you?

L5. Do you presently consider yourseLf a Mennonite?
If sor do you presently attend the Mennonite
church?

L6. Are both your parents Mennonite? If not, which of
the two is Mennonite?

t7. What Mennonite conference do your parents
presently belong to?
A) Have they always belonged to that conference?
B) If not, what conference did they previously

belong t,o?
C) What motivated them to l-eave the conference?
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Appendix H

Interview Questionnaire

Preliminary

l-. In what way is the person who sexually abused you
rel-ated to you?

2. How old were you when this person first sexually
abused you?

3. How oId were you when the sexual abuse ended?

4. What ended the sexual abuse?

Part I

1. When dJ-d you first discl-ose and how old were you at
the time?

2. Coul-d you describe the person(s) that you first
discl-osed to?
A) How dj-d you know then?
B) Were they from the same community as yourself?
C) If not, where were they from?

Have there been any other people you have discl-osed
to since that tine?

3.

A
B

4.

C) If not, where were they from?

How did you know thern?
Were they from the same community as yourself?

5.

What motivated you to disclose?

Could you describe how you perceived the attitude
and approach to sexual- abuse by:
A) The Mennonite church?
B) Your fanily?
Did your decision to disc1ose have any relation to
the attitude and approach to sexual- abuse by:
A) The Mennonite church? Pl-ease explain.
B) Your family? Please explain.

A) What would you recommend to Mennonite churches
to help others disclose?

6.

n
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B) What would you recommend to Mennonite famil-ies
to heJ-p others discl-ose?

Part II

In some sexual abuse instances, some people have
described themsel-ves as feeling isolated. By isolated,
I mean that they felt very separate from the world
around them, and that it was difficult for outsiders to
enter into their family, and to know what was really
going on within their family. Others have fel-t
trapped, not knowing where to turn. The next few
questions refer to isolation as described here.

1. During the time that the sexual abuse took place,
did you ever feel isolated?*(If no, move to Part III).

2. Did your feelings of isolation have
your decision to disclose? Please

3. What would you recommend to help or
i-solation?

Part flf
I would like to move away from the issue of

isolatj-on, and tal-k about your awareness of sexual
abuse in your community.

1-. When you were growing up, were you aware of anyone
else who had gone through the same kind of hurtful-
experiences as yourself?
*1If not, go to question #5).

If sor how did you become aware of their
experiences?

2.

3. Did the responses of others to this person affect
you in any way? How?

4. Did your decision to disclose have any relation to
your knowledge of others in the communj-ty who had
been sexually abused? Please explain.
*If questions l- to 4 have been answered, omit
question 5, and go on to question 6.

5. How did the fact that you were una\Á/are of anyone
else who had shared the same experience as your
affect you and your decision to discl"ose?

any relation to
explain.

change the
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6. What reconmendations would you make to:
A) Help those living in Mennonite families within

rural communities to become a$/are of the issue
of sexual abuse?

B) Help others who have t or are presently,
experiencing sexual- abuse within a Mennonite
fanily residing in a rural community?

Part IV

l-. Where did you first receive information about
sexual abuse?
A) How old were you at the time?

2. Did your decision to disclose have any reJ-ation to
your involvement with people or conmunities from
outside your own? Please explain.

3. Do you have any recommendations that you would make
with regard to community involvement around the
issue of sexual- abuse?

Part V

L. In looking back, what would have helped you to feel
safe and comfortable enough to disclose whil-e
living in your home and community?

2. What suggestions or changes woul-d you make to help
those who have been sexual-ly abused in rural
Mennonite faniLi-es?

3. lVhat could be done in the ruraL Mennoni-te
communities to create more awareness and
understanding of sexual abuse?

4. What suggestions do you have for the rural-
Mennonite conmunity to help address the concerns of
those who have been sexually abused?

Thank you for taking the time to share about such
a personal and sensitive topic. Should you feel a need
to debrief further, please contact your therapist. ff
your therapist is not readily avaj-l-abl-e, here is a List
of resources where there are trained and qualified
counsellors to provj-de immediate support for you
(Appendix I).
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Appendix I
Resource Sheet

Now that you have completed the interview, you may
feel like talking about your experiences or sirnply
obtaining infornation on the topic of sexual abuse and
disclosure. If you feel a need to debrief further, yoü
may wish to meet with your therapist. If your
therapist is not available immediateJ-y, you may wish to
contact any one of the resources listed.
Counselling Services

There are several counselling services within
Winnj-peg that are excellent resources. These resources
have experienced, qualified counsell-ors, who would be
happy to listen, and tal-k with you.

Womenrs Health Clinic
3rd Fl-oor 4L9 Graham Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
947-L5L7
Klinic Community Heatth Centre
Crisis Program Intake Worker (Friday mornings)
870 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
784-4090
Or you may prefer a more anon)rmous phone-in service
such as the Sexual AssauLt Counselling 1ine, 786-
8631-. Thj-s service is a part of Klinic Community
Health Centre and is run by trained counsellors who
will tal-k with anyone who has ever had any sexually
abusive experience.

Other Communi-tv Resources

Klinic Crisis Line: 786-8686
(24 hour Crisis Telephone Service)
Voices for Non-Violence
Mennonite Central Committee
L34 Plaza Drive
26L-638L


